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Page Sankaran
Present Platf orm 
Candidates Debate Role of UA A : i
By Aaron Belenky undergraduates and inclusion, rather ::-: .
STAFFREPORTER than exclusion, of students and their 

The Undergraduate Association ideas. However, the teams disagreed | :' : : 
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dates for UA president and vice in facilitating improvements. 
president on Sunday evening. The In his opening statement, ' -.. 1
event, open to all students, gave the Sankaran said that the UA should be
two teams an opportunity to present a "forum for for the exchange of G i_ 
their platforms for the upcoming ideas; a place where ideas can come l._
elections, which will be held Mar. 9. to life." He expressed his dissatis- ' ..

About 20 students attended the faction with what he called "hob-
debate. knobbing" with MIT administration

Moderated by Umit E. Kum- and lack of real achievement. Most
cuoglu '94, candidates Colin M. student governments on col leg istudent governments on college LL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.=::...::-............. :Il ........
Page '95 and Michael R. Evans '95 campuses are more autonomous <--
debated against Vijay P. Sankaran than the US, and the UA should
'95 and Carrie R. Muh '96 for near- work to gain more freedom from the 
ly two hours. They also fielded MIT administration, he said. THOAMS R. KARLo--THE TECH

questions from campus press and Muh stressed the need for the The Undergraduate Association held its annual election debate Sunday in Room 1-390. Presidental can°
students. UA to increase its accessibility to didate Vijay P. Sankaran '95 shakes hands with Michael R. Evans '95, vice presidental candidate for

Both teams stressed a need for the opposing ticket. UAP candidate Colin M. Page '95 and debate moderator Umit E. Kumcuoglu '94
improved communication with Debate, Page 7 look on.

IJablonski Focuseson Student CommiunicationI
i!i:! r B s B P By Daniel C. Stevenson

L _ '"i::'" , XX:A SSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

As the new associate dean for
|a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Margaret A. Jabl the new Dean forresidence and campus activities,

Margaret A. Jablonski wants to
focus on opening communica-
tion with students and creating
stability in her department.

In an interview last week,
Jablonski said that she wants "to
open channels of communication
that have been blocked and to
really look at how we can
improve our department's effec-
tiveness in delivering service to
students."

Jablonski also said, "I think
the immediate goal is to estab-
lish a sense of stability in this
area given the past year," refer-
ring to problems associated with
the departure of her predecessor,
James R. Tewhey, amid allega-
tions of misconduct.

Jablonski started her MIT
position on Feb. t. Before this,
she was director of housing, then
assistant dean at Worcester Poly-

THOMAS R. KARLO--THE TECH

Margaret A. Jablonski, the new Associate Dean for Residence and Campus Activites. Jabionski, Page 9
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Thne Weather
Today: Sunny but cold, 32°F (0°C)
Tonight: Clear, cold, 18°F (-8°C)

Tomorrow: Cloudy, cold, 32°F (0°C)
Details, Page 2

APO president, said that the old
board "was not in a very well-trav-
eled location. It wasn't getting used
because it was so obscured."

The designers of the new ride-
board have made some improve-
ments. While the old board was
painted directly on the wall, the new
board is an actual map attached to a
self-standing frame, which will
make any future relocation much
easier, Johnson said.

The former board had hooks for
students to attach pieces of paper.
The new board has boxes that are
numbered and color-coded to corre-
spond to colored regions on the U.S.
map. Students write information on
the provided index cards and place

By Amy e. Hsu

Yesterday morning Alpha Phi
Omega put up the newest version of
the rideboard - a map of the Unit-
ed States where students can post
notices soliciting or offering rides
-- outside the Lobdell exit in the
Student Center.

The MIT chapter of APO, a
national service fraternity, has been
planning and designing the new
board for nearly three years.

The former rideboard is in the
hallway leading from Lobby 7 to
Bldg. 9, and it will most likely be
repainted to match its surroundings,
said Campus Activities Complex
Assistant Director for Programs Ted
E. Johnson.

David C. Cho '94, the current

VIPUL BHUSHtAN--THE TECH

Gilbert Leung '95 and David C. Cho '94, two Alpha Phi Omega broth-
ers, put the finishing touches on the newly Installed rideboard yes-
terday.Rildeboard, Page 6
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PLO Envoys to Discuss
Resuming Talks With Israel

THE WASHINGTON POST
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TUNIS, TUNISIA

The Palestine Liberation Organization prepared Monday to send
two envoys to Washington to "discuss what is needed for resuming"
peace talks with Israel as its executive committee met under PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat to decide whether to suspend the negotia-
tions.

Yasser Abed Rabbo, the PLO's chief negotiator, said in a tele-
phone interview that steps taken Sunday by Israel's cabinet in
response to the attack on a Hebron mosque Friday by a Jewish settler
that killed 39 people "did not meet the minimum requirements" for
salvaging the faltering negotiations.

In Washington, meanwhile, U.S. officials began searching for a
compromise formula that would rescue the talks.

Israel began arresting a small hard core of radical Jewish settlers
Monday and clashes continued in the territories between Palestinians
and Israeli soldiers. Two Palestinians were reported killed, bringing
the Arab toll to 64 dead, including those shot by Baruch Goldstein, the
militant Jewish settler who opened fire Friday on hundreds of Arab
worshipers at the Tomb of the Patriarchs in Hebron in the West Bank.

Administration Adds Restrictions
For Buying Rapid-Fire Shotguns

LOS ANGELES TIMES

1993, flexing its military muscles
for the first time beyond the territory
of its member states. But it proceed-
ed to allow hundreds of violations
by all sides, most of them by heli-
copters, to pass with impunity.

Gen. Ratko Mladic, commander
of Bosnian Serb forces, for exam-
ple, led the assault on the strategic
peaks of mounts Bijelasnica and
Igman near Sarajevo last summer
from the passenger seat of a Gazelle
attack helicopter. When Russian
ultranationalist leader Vladimir
Zhirinovsky visited Bijeljina,
Bosnia, on Jan. 31, a Serb warplane
buzzed the town as Serbs cheered.

Monday's attack occurred after
the Galeb aircraft had bombed the
northwest Bosnian town of Banja
Luka.

"This was a gross miscalculation
on the part of the Serbs," said a
senior Western military official
involved in the NATO operation.
"These changes have thrown txhe
Serbs seriously off-balance."

Rose said in an interview that
Monday's NATO action would help
to further calm the situation in Sara-
jevo. "This shows that if there's a
NATO ultimatum, it's not a hollow
ultimatum," he said. "There's a
clear read across to other NATO
orders," such as the one concerning
Sarajevo.

In the interview, Rose also said
the NATO attack raises security
concerns for U.N. troops. Those
concerns, along with violations of
Sarajevo's cease-fire, highlight how
overstretched the U.N. force in
Bosnia has become, he said.

collision course with the interna-
tional community. The result of
such a confrontation could be dire
for both the Serbs and the thousands
of lightly armed U.N. soldiers and
aid workers stretched across the for-
bidding hillocks and valleys of this
mountainous land.

Until recently, the U.N. opera-
tion in the shattered republics of
what used to be Yugoslavia has
essentially tiptoed around the com-
batants. Starting in 1992, the Bosn-
ian operation's main task has been
to deliver aid to the 2.7 million peo-
ple estimated to depend on handouts
to survive. Despite U.N. Security
Council resolutions approving the
use of "necessary force" to deliver
aid here, U.N. troops have never
shot their way through one of the
myriad roadblocks erected by the
warring sides.

Now, under the leadership of
Rose, the fourth commander of the
U.N. mission here since it began,
the U.N. operation has adopted a
more aggressive stance. It
announced Sunday, for example,
that it would no longer seek permis-
sion for its aid convoys to cross bat-
tlelines but would simply notify the
warning sides and proceed. Rose
has negotiated and implemented
Sarajevo's most successful cease-
fire to date - an 18-day truce that
has brought some peace to this
crumbling capital, where an estimat-
ed 10,000 people have died since
the war began.

NATO, too, had long taken an
ambiguous approach to involvement
in the war. It began prosecuting a
"no-fly zone" over Bosnia in April

By John Pomfret
THE WASHINGTON POST

SARAJEVO, BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

NATO's downing Monday of
four Serb warplanes over Bosnia,
like the deadly mortar attack on
Sarajevo's marketplace three weeks
ago, is a military action that could
alter the course of the war in this
battle-scarred country.

The NATO attack in northwest
Bosnia proved to the Bosnian Serbs
and their mentors in Belgrade that
"NATO has teeth," said British
army Lt. Gen. Michael Rose, the
commander of United Nations
forces in Bosnia. With-the U.N.-
enforced cease-fire in Sarajevo and
Monday's dogfight in the Bosnian
skies, both the United Nations and
NATO have now shown a willing-
ness to go beyond mere words in
their effort to end the worst conflict
in Europe since World War II.

These new roles raise the ques-
tions of whether the United Nations
has enough personnel in Bosnia to
implement the changes, and how the
warring parties will react to the new
situation.

U.N. officials say that if the
Bosnian Serbs, largely seen as the
main aggressors in this three-sided
conflict, accept the new involve-
ment of U.N. forces and NATO,
then Monday's strike against the
Galeb ground attack aircraft could
provide an impulse to the process
aimed at stopping the 23-month-old
battle to divide Bosnia.

But if Serb forces take issue with
the United Nations' more robust
interpretation of its mission here,
then they will place themselves on a

WASHINGTON

On the same day that the Brady Bill took effect across the nation,
the administration placed new restrictions on the purchase of three
types of rapid-fire shotguns that Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen
called "destructive devices, pure and simple."

Bentsen announced the reclassification of the "street sweeper,"
"striker," and USAS-12 during a press conference held at a District of
Columbia police department. Buyers and current owners of the
weapons will have to undergo extensive screenings and certification,
and new taxes will be levied on manufacturers, dealers and purchasers.

"Effective tomorrow morning, these weapons will be classified
just what they are: machine guns," Bentsen said.

President Clinton, speaking in Chicago, blamed the shotguns for
an increase in deaths from multiple bullet wounds. Clinton said the
guns, one of which can fire twelve rounds in less than three seconds,
were developed in South Africa years ago for crowd control and are
still being manufactured in the the United States.

MCI to Invest $1 Billion
In Wireless Technology

THE JFASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

MCI Communications Corp. said Monday it will invest $1.3 bil-
lion to help construct a nationwide wireless communications system.

MCI said it has tentatively agreed to purchase 17 percent of the
stock of Nextel Communications Inc., a Rutherford, N.J., company
that is assembling a wireless system that by the end of 1996 is intend-
ed to serve regions that include roughly 95 percent of the country's
population.

The move represents MCI's attempt to become a major player in
wireless communications, the fastest-growing sector of the telecom-
munications industry. It plans to offer wireless services in the Wash-
ington area in a year.

MCI and Nextel will face formidable competitors, most notably
AT&T, the nation's largest long distance carrier, and McCaw Cellu-
lar Communications Inc., the's largest cellular phone service
provider. AT&T hopes to complete its $12.6 billion acquisition of
McCaw in the early summer.

Both long-distance companies are hoping to move quickly before
the Federal Communications Commission auctions of new space on
the airwaves, which are expected to unleash a whole new field of
wireless competitors.

WEATHER
Significant Storm Possible

By Thursday
By Michael Morgan
STAFF METEOROILOGIST
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lers historian and newspaper commenta-
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on when the settlers acted wildly."

Even this week, the night after
orm Rabin's government approved the
fie, arrest of Kach leaders, two of the
on group's leaders eluded police and

ess- appeared on national television
suit boasting about their freedom.

Right after the attack, Rabin still
)uld insisted that it was the work of one
n is man, not connected to any organiza-
ing, tion. At a closed meeting with for-
>ple eign diplomats, according to a par-
said ticipant, a shaken Rabin was asked
:rsi- why he had not moved sooner
zing against Kach and other extremists,
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ir, it to see this doctor, who was well
to a known by the soldiers, wearing his
em- military reserve uniform and carry-
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By David Hoffman
THE WASHINGTONPOST
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er guards, like to believe that terrorisn
e arriving something that the Arabs are do
he border or the Iranians, or crazy peo
Goldstein somewhere. We don't do that," s
stinians as Ehud Sprinzak, a Hebrew Unive
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:n blamed for months that the militant Jev
ctions of a activists should be apprehended.
who had Goldstein was a leading acti

id a deep in Kach, the Jewish extremist gr
li general, whose symbol is a clenched fist
-re is "no whose members believe Arabs h
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shared by remote organization to most Israe

Kach - founded by Rabbi N
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and large blind spots tha
remarkably simple for Gc
enter a mosque crowded 
lims at Friday prayers -
that Israel had a response

For the last 5 days, medium range forecast models have been sug-
gesting the development of a significant cyclone just east of the east
coast of the United States. Late last week the models were in amaz-
ing agreement, suggesting that a cyclone would move northeast along
the coast,threatening most major East Coast cities from Washington,
D.C. northward to Boston with heavy snow. During the weekend, the
models began to show differing solutions - two models moving the
cycon.e along or east of the east rcast, and the, other model forecast-

ing the storm to move well out to sea. By last night the numerical
models began to converge on a solution which would take the low on
a more inland route. Such a solution would give southern New Eng-
land a big snow then rain and wind storm. With 36 hours before the
event really gets going, even this "solution" may not be "correct."

Today: Mostly sunny and cold. High 32°F (0°C). Winds north-
west 10-15 mph (16-24 kph).

Tonight: Clear to partly cloudy and cold. Low 18°F (-8°C).
Wednesday: Increasing clouds, cold. High 32°F (0°C).
Wednesday night: Cloudy with light snow developing. Low 24°F

(-4°C)
Thursday: Cloudy, windy, and cold with snow likely. Snow may

mix with rain and sleet along the coast. High 28-35°F (-2 to 2°C).
Low 28-30°F (-2 to-1°C).

NATO Downinlg of Serbian
Planes Could Change War

Hebron Assassin Entered

Mo�que�iWhout
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hI Tit-for-Tat Move,
Expels S-enior U.S. IJU A|JyC'Jl. . XAA^J . . . .J.
By Sonni Efron
LOS ANGELES 77tES

MOSCOW

In Russia's first diplomatic tiff
with Washington since the Cold
War's end, Moscow expelled a
senior American diplomat Monday
in retaliation for last week's ouster
of a Russian envoy to the United
States.

The Russian Foreign Ministry
identified diplomat James L. Morris,
listed as a counselor at the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow, as the CIA
station chief here.

Foreign Ministry spokesman
Grigory Karasin expressed regret
over the incident but said Moscow
was "forced" -to respond to the
"unjust" expulsion Friday of
Alexander I. Lysenko, the suspected
Russian intelligence chief in Wash-
ington, in connection with the Ames
espionage affair. CIA official
Aldrich H. Ames and his wife have i- I --
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gsc-request@mit.

Bowl !

Become a Department Representative, and you can vote in the upcoming elections!
Hours of fun for the whole family! (Not recommended for children under 17.)

° L~.. -- _ monday March 14Coming Soon: HCAmeeg monday March 14
Housing and Community Affairs at 17:30 in 50-220
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By Karen Hosler
THE BALTIMORE SUN

Supporters of the amendment, led
by Sen. Paul Simon, D-Il., were not
ready to concede defeat. But they
acknowledged they were at least four
votes short of the 67 required, with-
out much hope of picking up all four
of the senators still undecided.

Sen. Robert C. Byrd, the West
Virginia Democrat who has been
passionately leading a crusade
against the Simon amendment, said
the vote would be "very close," but
that the momentum is going his way.

"This amendment is very popu-
lar because a lot of people don't
understand it, but it is very danger-
ous to the fabric of our country,"
Byrd said in an interview.

The balanced budget amendment
failed by one vote in the Senate in
1986, the last time it was voted on.

When the Senate debate opened

last week, Simon had more than 50
co-sponsors and an additional dozen
or so private commitments.

Neither the Simon amendment
nor the Reid amendment could take
effect until three-fifths of the state
legislatures vote to ratify them. The
chief distinction between the two
approaches lies with the number of
exceptions that would be allowed.

Under the Simon amendment, a
three-fifths majority of each house of
Congress would have to approve
spending in excess of income, except
in a national emergency. The Reid
amendment would bar the diverting
of Social Security tax revenue to bal-
ance the budget, would permit deficit
spending in periods of slow econom-
ic growth and would allow Congress
to borrow money for highways and
other "capital" investments.

Russia
diplomatt

The vague linkage irritated
iDuSoian OnislaiS Wnlt SUggegt_

again that Washington has overre-
acted to the Ames case.

"To expel an officer who was
officially recognized and not a
covert agent goes beyond the
boundaries and really calls for coun-
termeasures," Foreign Minister
Andrei V. Kozyrev said Sunday.

In a closed briefing for Russian
reporters, Yevgeny M. Primakov,
head of the Federal Intelligence Ser-
vice, the agency that conducts for-
eign espionage, said he is baffled by
the fuss Washington has made over
the Ames case.

Primakov suggested that the
administration was using the Ames
arrest to score domestic political
points, to punish Russia for its inde-
pendent stance on the conflict in
Bosnia-Herzegovina and to provide
a convenient excuse for cutting
American aid to Russia.

WASHINGTON

This year's version of the bal-
anced budget amendment appears
headed for defeat in the Senate
Tuesday night, with many senators
likely to back a less-stringent alter-
native that is given an even smaller
chance of winning the necessary
two-thirds majority.

Concluding a week of debate on
the topic, the Senate's rejection of a
constitutional amendment requiring
a balanced federal budget would
doom action on the issue for the rest
of the year. Although the House may
vote later this month to endorse the
amendment, Senate Majority Leader
George J. Mitchell, a Maine Democ-
rat, said Monday that there would
not be a second vote in the Senate.

been arrested on charges of spying
for MviosCow since 985.

Morris is the first American to be
declared persona non grata since Lt.
Col. Daniel Francis Van Gundy III,
an assistant military attache, was
accused of espionage on March 15,
1989, and given 48 hours to leave
the Soviet Union. The United States
retaliated by expelling Sergei
Malinin, a Soviet trade representa-
tive in New York.

In a similar tit-for-tat, Morris
will be given seven days to leave
the country, the same grace period
the Clinton administration extended
to Lysenko.

Although Lysenko arrived in
Washington only last summer, the
United States decided to expel him
because "he was in a position to be
responsible for the activities associ-
ated with the Ames case," State
Department spokesman Mike
McCurry said Friday.

All graduate students are welcome to attend any GSC meeting.

Activities Committee meeting
Today, March 1 in 50-220 at 17:30. Free food.

r General Meeting ood
Tomorrow, Wed. March 2 in 50-220 at 17:30. Free food.

I

Add yourself to the GSC mailing list.
Simply log onto Athena and type
blanche gsc-students -a your login

If you have any questions, email to

I
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I
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Balanced Budget Aimenient

Appears Headed for Defeat
Ukraine's Nuclear Disanrmament

Faces New Obstacles
THE WASHINGTON POST

KIEV, UKAINE

The repeatedly stalled nuclear disarmament of Ukraine appears to
be facing new obstacles in Kiev's negotiations with Russia and the
United States over security guarantees that Ukraine has demanded in
exchange for surrendering its inherited strategic weapons.

Moreover, the Ukrainian parliament has failed to ratify the nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty, a condition of last month's Moscow
accord. Ukraine pledged then to begin dismantling its 1,800 nuclear
warheads in return for large-scale U.S. financial aid and inviolable
international security guarantees.

Taking these factors together, analysts and diplomats here say, it
appears unlikely that the final form of any U.S. security pledge to
Ukraine will be ready by the time Ukrainian President Leonid
Kravchuk meets with President Clinton in Washington on Friday.

Ukraine is trying to obtain from all five nuclear powers - the
United States, Britain, France, Russia and China - as strong a set of
guarantees against potential aggression as possible, but it is the assur-
ance that U.S. prestige and power will support its sovereignty that the
Kiev government covets most. U.S. diplomats have been trying to
reach agreement with the Kiev government over the wording of a
security pledge, but they have declared repeatedly that military aid to
Ukraine in the event of an attack by Russia is out of the question.

Ukraine, which was dominated by Russian czars and Communist
commissars for centuries before the collapse of the U.S.S.R. in 1991,
shares an 800-mile border with Russia and is fearful that a resurgence
of Russian imperial ambitions would leave it virtually defenseless.

Judge Orders Lorena Bobbitt
Released from Mental Hospital

THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

Saying Lorena Bobbitt does not pose a threat to herself or the
community, a Prince William County, Va. judge Monday ordered the
24-year-old manicurist released from a Virginia state mental hospital,
provided she gets weekly outpatient therapy and does not leave the
state without permission.

Bobbitt, who was in court for the brief proceeding, appeared a few
minutes later outside the Manassas courthouse before dozens of
reporters and cameras for a lO-minute news conference in English
and Spanish, in which she thanked supporters and said she was eager
to get on with her life out of the harsh public spotlight.

"1 still have my American dream," said the buoyed, seemingly
self-possessed Venezuelan immigrant, who smiled at reporters and
gave no hint of the mousy, withdrawn demeanor she exhibited in Jan-
uary at her eight-day trial for cutting off her husband's penis.

Later, at her employer's home in Fairfax County, where her
release was celebrated with a white chocolate cheesecake, Bobbitt
expanded on her dream, adding that she still hopes to find "a family,
children, a husband - a nice husband this time."

Ever since the morning of June 23, 1993 - when, Bobbitt said, she
severed her husband's penis with a kitchen knife because he had raped
her - the couple has been fodder for stand-up comics, feminists,
columnists and armchair sociologists in the United States and abroad.

Graduat-e

I

Council iPiAiAH m'tin Thursday March 3 in
Peer Advocates Against Harassment 50-220 at 17:30. Free food.

SC 1'.I Saturday, March 12 on Haystack Mountain, VT.
L ev .Sign up at the GSC office, 50-220. For more info,

contact the GSC at x3-2195 or Stan Reiss, sj reis s mi t.

This Friday, March 4 from 1900 on at Lanes and Games; contact Roger
Kermode two j aamedia, 3-0312) for details. It's cheap and it's fun!

With failing hands, we pass the torch to thee...Yeah, right! GSC elections are coming
up-would you like to be involved? You could be the treasurer, with control over an
astonishingly large budget, or the president and wield Godlike power, or the secretary,
and write silly ads for the Tech, or you could run the fall orientation-or just come to all
the meetings and eat free pizza! Contact the GSC Office, 3-2195, for more information.
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harassment, and housing.

MIT's proceedings in the selection of Jablonski are to be
commended for soliciting student involvement. Graduate and
undergraduate students joined faculty and administrators to
form last summer's committee that evaluated applicants for the
position.

The role of RCA dean requires frequent contact with stu-
dents and effective communication skills. Thus, including stu-
dents in the selection process was an important and necessary
step to ensure the appointment of the most promising candidate.

The Jablonski selection demonstrates that student involve-
ment can have a beneficial result. This practice should be con-
tinued with other issues affecting student and campus life,
including changes in food services, the academic curriculum,
and the Institute calendar.

On Feb. 1, Margaret A. Jablonski began her position as
associate dean for residence and campus activities. Jablonski
was appointed to the office formerly held by James R. Tewhey,
who stepped down last April amid charges and counter-charges

, 0 i of sexual harassment. In her short

Edlittoral time at MIT, Jablonski has already
established herself as a motivated

figure who is ready to take up the responsibilities of an effective
associate dean for the students.

Jablonski has demonstrated an interest in student affairs
and shown concern for the general well-being of students. She
has already visited two dormitories to speak with students and
has opened necessary dialogue with the Undergraduate Associa-
tion and the Graduate Student Council. Jablonski appears to be
genuinely receptive to student suggestions and has many good
ideas about a variety of student issues, including discipline,

told him to ask Eisenmann about the character
of the Bush Fund. Eisenmann described his
conversation with Kessler as general in
nature; he did not authorize the actions that
Kessler took and did not feel that Kessler
should believe that the distribution of the
information was permitted

In the matter of Chitaley's complaint of
November 7, 1993 against Kessler, the Judi-
cial Ri e rsvicw uuau a ii r, adss that , Kessr did ;ill-

fully and knowingly distribute private account
transactions without authorization. In particu-
lar, he released photocopies of checks and
transaction statements from the Bush Fund to
various campus press organizations. The
Board does not find that this was done with
malicious intent. As Kessler is no longer
Finance Board Chairman, the Judicial Review
Board sees no further action to take. Agents of
the Undergraduate Association who work
within an office directly supervised by MIT
must adhere to the rules and regulations of
that office.

Voted unanimously, February 14, 1994.
Released, February 21, 1994.

Undergraduate Association
Judicial Review Board
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No Further Action
Needed against Kessler

The Tech received a copy of the following
statement, released by the Undergraduate
Association Judicial Review Board:

In the matter of Raaj Chitaley's complaint
of November 7, 1993 against Douglas Wyatt,
the Judicial Review Board does not find any
evidence that Wyatt in any way abused his
powers as a member of the Finance Board.
Investigation has shown that the information
for the story which he authored in The Thistle
was obtained by entirely legitimate means.

Kessler stated that he knew that Student
Activity Account information is private; how-
ever he believed that transactions of the Bush
Fund, because of the unique character of the
fund, are public information. Investigation has
shown that this is not the case: the Bush Fund
is not an exception. These findings are based
primarily on meetings with Associate Dean
Andrew M Eisenmann '75 and Director of
Legal Affairs Thomas Henneberry. Henneber-
ry gave Kessler general advice on the legality
of releasing such information, but specifically

Committee Should Not
Target Living Groups
Now that the intrepid Undergraduate Asso-

ciation Committee on Housing and Residence
and Orientation seems to have performed the
difficult task of determining the only living
groups on campus which have an unaccept-
able level of drug and alcohol abuse through
the reliable method of voluntary surveys, I
encourage them to continue their mission until
they find exactly which students are responsi-
ble and print their names in The Tech as well.

Edward W. Kohler Jr. '95

Drug Problem Will Not
End With Investigation

In response to the article regarding dormi-
tory upgrades ["Draft Housing Proposal Calls
for Dorm Upgrades," Feb. 25], no investiga-
tion into drug use at MIT will ever take away
the reasons why MIT students use drugs.
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Noncompliance Lea
ut efforts to end the conflict with justice.

For all its promise the NATO-U.N. victory
nounced on Feb. is a tempered and precarious one. In principle,
outside Sarajevo the obvious move for NATO would be a show
;e" with a NATO of the force that was supposed to be behind
citing. However, the declaration of the ultimatum. There is no
1 by Clinton and reason to speculate that any show of force,
rs, evidence from even a warning run, would not have immedi-
evo suggests that ate results; indeed, the mere threat of NATO
npliance" has lit- strikes was enough to clear the skies above
nt flouting of the Sarajevo of Serbian shells.
rbs. Ironically, NATO's own choice for a 10-
r, is the possibili- day timetable for Serbian withdrawal has
lIe to enforce the made this threat extremely difficult to carry
newly-deployed out, if not a practical impossibility. While the

ng a major con- West waited for 10 days, Russia sent 400
and the United troops as peacekeepers specifically to key mil-

itary and strategic positions around Sarajevo
specifies that all with the mission of aiding and overseeing the
heavy weaponry Serbian military pullout. The Russian pres-

und Sarajevo and ence at potential air strike targets serves as an
s. Noncompliance overwhelming deterrent to US bombers. Russ-
ikes. ian deaths at American hands - combined
atements of man w xvith histnrir,! nnimnsities Rilig'sc unstahble

is rife with evi- political stage, the recent espionage controver-
ance. A Bosnian sy, and deep Serb-Russian camaraderie-
t there are still at would undoubtedly provoke an explosive
h weaponry in the Russian response.
;ed Bosnian capi- In spite of the gradual warming of Cold
Ejup Ganic cited War relations between Russia and the United
.0 heavy artillery States in recent years, the tremendous rise in
is on and around popularity both of extreme conservatives and
, in the very heart the fanatical liberal fringe makes for relations

that could quickly turn unpleasant for the Unit-
were withdrawn ed States. The ascent of the opportunistic and

national control, very popular Vladimir Zhirinovsky has chal-
f Staff Chairman lenged the administration of Russian President
-sight reports by Boris Yeltsin, forcing him partially to adopt
ield commanders the ideas of more radical platforms to retain
oborate this kind approval in the eyes of the Russian people.

Given the political circumstances, Yeltsin
>ut essential, for cannot afford to condemn Serbia or the Bosn-
ut a positive spin ian Serbs. Russians have historically come to
um in the eyes of the Serbs' aid, united by religion and ethnici-
Indeed, this long- ty, most notably in the sequence of events fol-
n of strong U.S. lowing the assassination of Austrian Arch-
ss, if only because duke Ferdinand that led to World War I. In
the ravaged, once evidence of the firm bond between the two
itely, the besieged Slavic nations, the Russian peacekeepers were
hope that the ulti- greeted by Serbian cheers and the three-fin-
mational commu- gered Orthodox salute. With popular Russian
beginning of its support for the Serbs, Yeltsin does not have

the luxury of being able to dump Serbia now
that the Balkan war threatens relations with
the West.

As a result, Yeltsin has repeatedly con-
demned the decision to threaten air strikes,
warning the West not to make a decision that
would make Russia deeply resentful and
would leave the Russian people indignant,
according to the Times. Zhirinovsky, in typi-
cal outrageous form, in addition to condemn-
ing the strikes, has threatened World War III
if NATO forces bomb Serbian positions.

In addition, former Russian President
Mikhail Gorbachev sees a more sober threat
to Russian interests, for the decision to bomb
Serbian positions establishes a precedent for
NATO interference in regions outside their
traditional sphere of influence.

Unquestionably, sending Russians and
Serbians side-by-side to their deaths through
airstrikes would cause a dangerous, fatal con-
frontation. By sending the peacekeepers,
Yeltsin has made a very clever move. Not
only has e he as safeguarded the Bosnian
Serbs from the threat of air strikes, he has
appeased the demands of the Russian people
that Russia somehow aided their Serbian
brothers. Without the threat or use of force,
Russia has gained a prestige unseen since the
height of the Cold War.

The American plan promises extensive
financial aid to postwar reconstruction in
Bosnia if the Muslims and Croatians enter
into a confederation that would end the fight-
ing Bosnia's south. Hopefully this would pre-
sent a unified front to Serbian forces, who
have seized over 70 percent of its territory,
though comprising one-third of the population
of Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Unless the situation of Russian peacekeep-
ers changes, the Serbs have little to fear from
NATO bombing. Unfortunately, Yeltsin's
decision may have left international relations
in a stalemate. It is highly uncertain what the
West can now do to ease the agony of the
Bosnian Muslims, who must live under fear,
deprivation, and sorrow.

At least some small solace can be gleaned
from the current situation, however. It is
unlikely that the Serbs will resume bombing
Sarajevo, fearing that Russia will use another
clever maneuver to remove Serbia's remain-
ing human shields. Russia, after all, still has
dominating interests in working with the
West, and therefore with NATO and the Unit-
ed Nations.

Mehmed Husic, a columnist for the daily
newspaper Oslobodjenje, said of the Muslim's
condition, "Now we don't expect anything
from anybody.

President Bill Clinton an
21 that the parties warring c
were in "effective complianc
ultimatum to end the figh
despite the optimism voiced
other NATO and U.N. leader
the mountains around Saraje
the airy phrase "effective cor
tie meaning in view of blatar
ultimatum by the Bosnian Set

More distressing, however
ty that NATO will not be ab
ultimatum for fear of killing
Russian troops, thus causing
frontation between Russia
States.

The NATO ultimatum s
warring parties withdraw all
within a 12.5-mile radius aro
turn them over to U.N. forces
would result in NATO air strip

Io"P.cnite thk mr>llilfwyirt ct

western leaders, the media
dence of Serb non-complia
government report holds that
least 40 pieces of Serb heavy
mountains around the besieg
tal. Bosnian Vice President
eight tanks and more than 2
pieces among those weapon
Mt. Igman and Mt. Trebevic,
of the NATO exclusion zone.

Reportedly, 250 weapons
rather than put under inter
according to Joint Chiefs of
John M. Shalikashvili. On-
both journalists and U.N. fi
positioned in the fields corr
of Serbian intransigence.

It is not only natural, b
NATO and U.N. leaders to p
on the results of the ultimate
the international community.
awaited first demonstration
leadership is a notable succes
it has quieted the skies over
beautiful Sarajevo. Unfortuna
Bosnians can only wait and 1
matum is the end of the inter
nity's simpering and the 1

Saturday, March 5 and
Sunday, March 6

for the following committees:

Committee on the Undergraduate Program (CUP)
Faculty Policy Committee (FPC)

Committee on Academic Performance (CAP)
Committee on Curricula (COC)
Committee on Discipline (COD)

Corporation Joint Advisory Committee on Institute-Wide Affairs (CJAC)
Committee on Undergraduate Admissions and Financial Aid (CUAFA)

Committee on Student Affairs (CSA)

Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUUHES)
(ACSR)Advisory Committee on Shareholder Responsibility

Nominations Committee

OPINION

Serbian
Column by Ramy A. Arnaol
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

aves NATO with Hands Tied

_RESUMETX X_-

Committee will be holding interviews onThe Nominations

Applications are available outside the UA Office (W20-401).
For more information about Institute Committees, search for Nominations using

Techlnfo from any Athena workstation.
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What JIT faculty member was
-the first American to win ac

4Nobel Prize in Economics and 
what year did he win if in

Cut the price of your Drass Rat in half by being the first
to correctly answer all four trivia questions. Watch for
more trivia questions in upcoming issues of The Tech. Send
your answers to atheibelmit.edu.
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Alpha Chi Omega hosts its 6th Annual Lip Sync Contest Friday in F
man class finishes up the night with a not-for-competition act. The
donated to charity.
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Rideboard, from Page 1

them in the boxes, which are sepa-
rately labeled for rides needed and
rides offered.

Designing the rideboard
Scott Higdon '93, one of the pro-

ject chairs for the new board,

Vigil
in memory of the innocent
victims of the massacre in

Hebron
Date: Today, Tuesday, March 1
Time: 12 p.m.
Place: Lobby 7

This space donated by The Tech
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Kresge Auditorium. The fresh-
; proceeds from the event are i__11

r'li Htllg mI E
for awhile" due to various delays,
according to Gilbert Leung '94, the
current project chair.

The new board was built in the
Hobby Shop under Stone's supervi-
sion. He estimated that about 100
hours was spent on its construction.
"The biggest problem was that it
was hard for students to find time to
work on it," Stone said. The Hobby
Shop, which normally allows only
members to use space and equip-
ment, donated the necessary time to
APO.

Johnson coordinated the efforts
between APO and the Institute to
relocate the rideboard. The Campus
Activities Complex advisory board
brought up the rideboard as an item
that could be moved to the Student
Center after the 1988 renovations,
Johnson said. "Everybody agreed
that it was just a matter of getting
one built," he said.

There has been "a long history of
people trying to get work done" on
the rideboard, but the project chairs
were often "snowed under by class-
work," Cho said.

The last rideboard was built in
spring 1974 and placed in Lobby
10, according to Yale M. Zussman
'74, an adviser for MIT's APO
chapter. It was moved to the Lobby
7-hallway when Lobby 10 was ren-
ovated.

planned its initial layout in fall
199i, and Ken Stone, a technical
instructor at the MIT Hobby Shop,
first drafted the structural design in
spring 1992. The wood for the new
board was cut during the summer of
1992. Actual construction began in
the following fall.

Then the project "went dormant

Date:
Time:
Place:

Friday, March 4, 1994
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Dance Studio ("T" Lounge)
120 Mass. Ave at Vassar
(Next to Campus Poiice Office)
Equal Opportunity Employer

We need
someone
with thee

Confidence

ATTENTION!!

cRideboard 3 ears in
M.I.T.

ATHLETES, STUDENTS & STAFF

Security Staff Needed for
WORLD CUP SOCCER '94

Spring & Summer Stadium Events
at

FOXBORO STADIUM

New England Security Group
is interviewing

ON YOUR CAMPUS

What Is Better Than A Sloan School UROP?

The practical experience of working
in the business office of

The Tech.

The Business Department is seeking a responsible and
dedicated individual who plans to pursue a career in management "

or marketing to fill an entry level position. This opening is
on a track t, thwe usi.essfoo -av ags- v.e..s .pi.

: Organizational and planning skills are a must, but no previous business experience
-is required. Call x8-TECH and leave your name and phone number for the

business manager, or send e-mail to ads@the-tech.mit.edu. -

MITs Oldest and Largest Newspaper

ot a surgeon,
the dedication

ofaota
marathoner

andthe 
courage ot
an explorer.

We need a Peace Corps
volunteer. Interested?
The first step is easy.
Call 1-800-4.24-8580,
Ext. 93.

PeaceCorps.
Ihe toughest jobyou'l ever love.

This space donated by The Tech
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Debate, from Page 1 on, though he felt his team was bet-
ter equipped to face future chal-
lenges. His team has more concrete
plans for addressing important
issues, such as safety and harass-
ment on campus, he said.

Presently, Evans is Class of '95
vice president.

lessen the blow.
Sankaran said the UA should

rgtanize !=etter · ris;tinCg1 capa.ignsI. to

impress upon Congressional repre-
sentatives the value of the UROP
program. Muh went one step further
and suggested that UA representa-
tives could travel to Washington,
D.C. to meet with Congressmen
directly.

Page was less sure that the UA
could change laws that already
exist. "The administration is going
to make the rules on how the
UROPs are funded," he said. "The
Undergraduate Association ... can't
do that much." He was also critical
of Muh's idea of having students
lobby directly.

Page was questioned on his ear-
lier statement that changing the way
MIT deals with harassment would
be a priority if he were elected. The
current problem is a lack of
accountability and centralization, he
saidu. nHe proposUed creating a posi-
tion solely for handling harassment
issues, though he emphasized that
the UA could only advise the MIT
administration and was incapable of
affecting changes on its own.

Any position adopted by the UA
"should be the views of the entire
student body," Muh said.

When the floor was opened to
the audience, the candidates faced
questions about how they would try
to gain more autonomy from MIT
administration and how they would
encourage student participation in
UA activities.

Page said that the UA should
take more independent action to
gain the respect of the administra-
tion.

Current UAVP Anne S. Tsao
'94, questioned the candidates'
commitment to what she described
as a "24-hour-a-day job." Both
teams stated they were prepared to
make personal sacrifices to assure
their term would be as productive as

possible.
During the closing arguments,

Mnu1h emphnsi7zed her team'S experi-

ence in the Class Council and other
activities. Muh is currently Class of
'96 vice president, and Sankaran is
UA Council floor leader.

In response to some mud-sling-

ing, Sankaran said he does not think
any accusations of past failings are
relevant. The important issues are
plans for the future, and ways to
increase the UA's productivity, he
said.

Evans, ending the debate, point-
ed out how much the teams agreed

^ t' students. She wihl remakee it a torp pr;-
ority to solicit opinions from as
many students as possible," she
said.

Addressing the audience in his
opening statement, Page said, "The
Undergraduate Association has the
potential to do a great deal of good
for MIT. It is our position that this
potential now is being wasted." He
pointed to the UA's recent accom-

i| plishments; "The UA has spent the
last several years focusing on
itself," Page said.

One of Page's major goals
would be to see that Finance Board
allocations are directed away from
the UA and more toward student
groups, which he called "the life
blood of the campus undergraduate
body." He also said he would "set
the precedent of using the Vannevar
Bush ['16] fund for a project that

5 wiii directly benefit the student
body."

The existence of the UAP's
$4,000 discretionary fund provoked
much discussion when it was
revealed last semester.

Page also established a goal of
increasing the UA's role in prevent-
ing and addressing harassment, say-
ing that the UA has not taken a
stand on the issue. If elected, he
would add the UA's voice to that of
the Graduate Student Council and
other groups calling for the adminis-
tration to adequately address harass-
ment at MIT, he said.

Student media pose questions
During the debate, the two teams

fielded questions from members of
Counterpoint, The Tech, and The
Thistle.

One questions addressed the
effects of new federal laws on
Undergraduate Research Opportuni-
ties Program overhead funding and
asked what the UA could do to

conducted with the help of almost one hundred MIT
community volunteers, including students, staff, and
a few professors.

The final contest pitted Newton North High
School against Lexington High School in Room 26-
100. Newton North prevailed, 80-44.

The Science Bowl was sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy, the Laboratory for Nuclear
Science, the Bates Linear Accelerator Center, the
School of Science, and the Plasma Fusion Center.

By the way, the world's deepest freshwater lake
is Lake Baikal in Russia.

By Vipul Bhushan
SENIOR EDITOR

"What's the world's deepest freshwater lake?"
was one of the easier questions at the New England
Regional Science Bowl held at MIT Saturday.

Twenty teams of high school students competed
for the right to travel to the National Science Bowl in
Washington, D.C. this April to face-off against 40 to
50 other teams from across the country.

The contest used a double elimination format,
where teams of four faced off against each other to
answer questions in seven areas of science. It was

f VrubL oHri-n/l¥v--j jr- . urLr

Professor Stanley B. Kowalski PhD'63 (right) fires off the final question at Saturday's Science
Bowl. Newton North High School already has a winning lead over Lexington High School as time
on the computer clock runs out.
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reduced on select Macintosh Quadra' models. Which means terrific mail-in rebate*when you buy a Macintosh Quadra 650 with any Apple'
savings on some of Apple's most powerful computers. Plus, the entire LaserWriter: So, visit your Apple Campus Reseller nnl1 ^

Macintosh Quadra line is upgradable to PowerPC" to keep up with your today. With prices this low, you cant afford not to. 1 xijlt.

MIT Computer Connection
Student Center, Lower level
253-7686, mcc mit.edu
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Jablornski Hopes to Improve Student Communiication
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MAJOR PERSONAL COMPUTER &

DESKTOP WORKSTATION AUCTION!

Over 5,000 New & Demo PC's, Workstations & Peripherals
* PERSONAL COMPUTERS - APPLE - Quadras605's, 610's, 650's,
700's, 840's, 900's, 950's, Macintosh Il's, Ilsi's, IIc's, Classic's, LC2's, Fx's,
SE's, Powerbook 140's, 165's, 180's, Newton Message Pad Comm.
Systems and more! COMPAQ - Deskpro 486's, 386SX's,
Systempro/LT486SX-21 's, Lite's - 386SL's, Contura model 120's,
Prosignia 486. IBM - 386SX's, 386SLC's, 386DX's, 486's and more!
PC's from ACER/AST/DEC/NEC/NC R/H-P/LASER/TOSHIBA -
Featuring 286's, 386's, 486 Desktop's, Laptop's, Mini-Tower's & Server's.

· WORKSTATIONS - H-P - Apollo 9000 MDL 400T's, 705's, 750's,
DN 4500. SUN - Sparcstation2.

* PRINTERS - APPLE - Laserwriter IIF's, IIG's IINTX's, Personal
Laserwriters NT & LS and Stylewriters. EPSON - Dot matrix
LQ1050's, FX850's & LQ870's. QMS - Laser 410's, 810T's, 820T's,
825T's & PS815's. OLIVETTI - Dot matrix DM600's. IBM - Laser
4029 042's. COPiNAQ - Pagemarq 15ppm Printer. SEIKOSSHA - SP-
2415P Wide Carriage Personal Printers, SK-3005 Plus Color Business
Printers and LT-20 Laptop Printers.

° PERIPHERALS - Modems, CD-ROMS, hard & floppy disk drives,
memory boards, printer accessories, data displays, network interface
cards, keyboards and monitors. From manufacturers including: Apple,
!BM, Toshiba, H-P, COMPAQ, NEC, DEC, Seagate, Pioneer, Conner,
Panasonic, Canon, Maxtor and more!

VISA and MASTERCARD ACCEPTED!
No Minimums, No Reserves! -A 10% Buyer's Premium Will Apply A This Sale. -MA Lic. #444

SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1994 at 10AM
7 Shattuck Road, Andover (Boston), MA

Preview Friday, March 18, 9am-7pm

Call for a free color brochure: 1-800-543-DOVE
For more information & details, call 4i 5-571-7400

FOSTER CITY, CA ·LOS ANGELES, CA · GOLDEN, CO ·ST. LOUIS, MO · WOBURN, MA
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versity in 1992. Her doctoral work

on women college presidents
received three awards: the National
Association for Women in Educa-

tion Research of the Year Award,
the BU Graduate Student Associa-

tion Dissertation of the Year Award,
and the Massachusetts College Per-
sonnel Association Research Award.

Dean for Underraduate Education
and Student Affairs Arthur C. Smith
in November. The selection com-
mittee began with a field of 145
candidates.

Jablonski received a bachelor's
degree cum laude from UMass-
Amherst in 1981 and a master's
degree in 1984. She received a doc-
torate in education from Boston Uni-

lablonskl, from Page 1 In addition, Jablonski is interest-
ed in expanding her office's services
to graduate students. "I look at resi-
dence and campus activities as
broader than just who lives in the
residence halls," Jabionski said. "If
we're supposed to be servicing stu-
dents at MIT, that includes graduate
students." To that end, she wants to
"open the channels of communica-
tion with the Graduate Student
Council."

Graduate students "need services
and programs that are a little differ-
ent than what undergraduates need,"
Jablonski said. She has started a
"consistent dialogue" with graduate
students to discuss issues important
to them.

Dealing with overcrowding
In terms of dormitory over-

crowding, "our goal is not to have a
crowded [housing] situation."
Jablonski said. However, projec-
tions for this fall's incoming stu-
dents are similar to last year, and "it
looks like we will again have some
level of crowding," she said.

Finding new on and off-campus
housing options and examining the
number of admissions are ways to
limit overcrowding, Jablonski said.

"There are still continuing discus-
sions about purchase of buildings,
etc. for the long term."

Moreover, the RCA is "looking
to expand housing options for
women for the fall," she said.

Last December, Jablonski
accepted the MIT appointment.
Jablonski was chosen from a short
list of three candidates submitted to

echnic Institute. She has previously
vorked in student life jobs at
Boston University and the Universi-
y of Massachusetts at Amherst.

WCA to communicate, guide
Jablonski also plans to introduce

nore of a "team process" in the
tCA and work for more open com-
nunication between student ser-
,ices offices.

Jablonski said that "channels of
ommunication need to be reestab-
ished or strengthened. I think that
acludes those with the housemas-
xrs and the tutors and also with the
Undergraduate Association."

Jablonski encouraged students to
send any comments about what is
fe really like at MIT."

Students should also look to the
LCA office for "assistance when
icey're having a problem negotiat-
ig outside of the classroom experi-
nce at MIT," Jablonski said. She is
Iso interested in students' ideas
bout "student activities, clubs and
rganizations, or Greek life."

The RCA office can help stu-
ents "make a situation better or
lake the environment better,"
iblonski said. "We are here to
uide and assist, and not mandate
Dlicy whenever possible."

valuation of disciplinary system
Jablonski and other administra-

,rs are evaluating the entire disci-
linary system to see if it can be
more effective and helpful," she
fid. "I think we're going to get
lore involved, or would like to get
lore involved, in helping the stu-
-nts in the residence halls resolve
ieir own conflicts in-house."

MIT students do not have one set
? guidelines of policies and proce-
ires, for harassment or for disci-
ine, Jablonski said. Several publi-
itions outline mostly policies, she
lid, but do not adequately describe
e procedures.

Jablonski olans to examine the
sciplinary system to search for
vays that we can basically empow-
students to take more responsibil-

y for it" and then to "work with
ose students in training through
:tually putting together a good pol-
y guidebook that makes sense."

Such a guidebook could be
itirely new, or it could be a revi-
on or combination of existing pub-
:ations, including Dealing with
harassment at MIT, Policies and
"ocedures, and the statement on
cohol policy, Jablonski said.
Jablonski regards harassment as

ore than a discipline issue, and
id that mediation is a "key way"
deal with the issues related to

irassment. "By dealing with con-
ct, especially by mediating it, you
.n develop solutions that people
Tee on," she said.

ands-on, collaborative effort
Jablonski described her leader-

ip style as hands-on and coopera-
te. "I think anybody in this posi-
mn has to really be hands-on and
s to want to be around students a
t," she said.
Jablonski met with students at

acGregor House and East Campus
At week. She plans to attend func-
ins in other dormitories and the
terfraternity Council.
The "lack of interaction between

·eeks and non-Greeks" also con-
rns Jablonski. She suggested
idging that gap through student
tivities and discussion. Addition-
y, she is exploring ideas about
w programs or activities for dif-
·ent minority student populations.
"We all need to be working

;ether to accomplish that goal of
eating a really positive living
vironment," Jablonski said. "I
rceive the system here to be one
it is very much cooperative."
"In general I'd to see us spend a
more time working together than

)rking against each other," she
id. Jablonski wants students to
:w her role as an advocate and an
;et to them, and not as a hindrance
disciplinarian.

Robert Cooper '97 competes on the pommel horse in the gymnastics meet Saturday afternoon.
MIT lost to the University of Vermont by a slim margin in this final meet of the season.

VIPUL BHUSHAN-THE TECH

The Middle Eastern Music Study Group presents an evening of classical and traditional Arabic music at a concert sponsored by the

Lebanese Club in Kresge Auditorium Saturday. Profits from the concert were donated to Save Lebanon, a humanitarian organization.
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'Please send
_Harvard Summer School catalogue/application

_Secondary School program catalogue/application
(college-level program for high school students
who have completed their junior or senior year)

science program for high school junior/senior
women brochure/application (w/Radcliffe College)

_English as a second language brochure/application

_Dance Center brochure/application

(Allow 3-4 weecksfor delivery.)

Name

Address

City, State, Zip
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THE ARTSA
New editorial staff revamps and revitalizes Rune
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RUNE
The MIT Journal of Arts and Letters.

By Ann Ames
ARTS EDITOR

artists who are engineers," as editor David
Zapol '95 said.

Their greatest challenges now are finan-
cial., especially since the new volume will be
distributed free of charge on the black news-
stands around campus. Fund-raising is going
well, however, and the group hopes to receive
a grant from the Council for the Arts.

Most importantly, the editors are excited
about Rune and the direction they are giving
it. They have dispensed with bureaucracy -
everyone on staff bears the simple title, "edi-
tor" - in order to achieve their visionary
goals: they intend both to encourage young
people to get involved now and continue in
the future, and to leave a legacy of profession-
alism. And they have truly focused on serving
MIT's artistic community."There are pockets
of surprises ai MiT," 1-"' sa.id. Thats w.ry
this medium needs to exist." If subsequent
editors continue to feed the life that Rune's
current staff has breathed into it, this journal
should be around for a long time.

others were sent to places like the MIT Muse-
um Shop - places that get plenty of student
traffic but are not likely to attract hungry art
hounds.

The behind-the-scenes organization was
not much better. Publication of 14Rune result-
ed almost entirely from the efforts of Leelila
Strogov '93 and Tom Yu '95. The year before
that, the journal was not published at all.

But even with these difficulties, Rune is
impressive. Included genres vary depending
on submissions, but always encompass the
general areas of prose, poetry, and graphic
arts. There is even a sestina, "Dark Stream,"
by David Duis '91, in 13Rune. In lines like
"That afternoon, we were deep in our fishing
when the sky/blossomed bruised clouds, shad-
owing the deep/holes where the trout hid...."
Duis brings full color to his page. With "I
loved to pretend I was a fish,/looking up
through flowing stained glass at my father/as
he cast, his flyline arcing across the sky," he
forged the first crook of a link between his
own loneliness and that of the fish trembling

in the deep.
This year's Rune will bring together some

obvious choices for publication - those
already honored publicly - and many that
have never been seen before. The editors have
publicized the journal through the grapevine
since October, sending e-mail to student
groups, approaching departments within the
humanities for names of talented students, or
just talking to people they know. In addition,
posters requesting submissions have been dis-
played around campus for the last two weeks.
Editor Gargi Patel '94 said the response so far
has been very good.

Other changes are being made, as well.
The "graphic art" department has become
"visual art," and its definition extends beyond
traditional boundaries to include such works
as video stills and musical pieces. One-act
plays are being accepted, and poetry in a for-
eign language is encouraged if the author pro-
vides an English translation. The intention is
to open the journal up to as many artists in the
community as possible, to create "a forum for

HT~fie call has been made for submissions
to Rune, The MIT Journal of Arts and
Letters. Under a team of motivated edi-
tors, the new-and-improved journal

promises an exciting exhibition of literary and
visual arts.

MIT seems a difficult place to keep an
artistic journal alive. Indeed, Rune has suf-
fered a troubled past. Battling disorganization
and the effects of periodically waning interest,
students have struggled to stabilize Rune since
the mid-1970s. Only 14 volumes have been
published during that time.

current editor A-bert T. ir"m '94 feels this

is mostly because of poor publicity and distri-
bution. Last year, for example, 650 copies of
the journal were printed and sold for $3 each
in locations unlikely to draw much attention.
Some were sold at a booth in Lobby 10, but

The Coop at Kendall Square
3 Cambridge Center
Mon-Fri 8:45-7:00
Thur Til' 8:30
Sat 9:15-6:00

US--!_ 1 T-
I

AM.L. S TUDrENT SPECIA _
EXTENEV BY POPUT/AR EM^.WN

TICKaTS NLY $10
EVERY WEDNSIAY SaV PEFORMANC X sARw_«

Coactive ConnetorT for Windows, DOS
and Macintosh The Do-lt-Yourself letworkTm

The Only Network You Can Install in Five Minutes
No Network
Administrator Needed.
Ideal for office workgroups of 2 to 32
computers, the Coactive network is a
low-cost solution for sharing files and
printers - a network you can easily install,
maintain and expand yourself. It's as easy to
install as a printer and it uses ordinary phone
cords to connect the computers. You won't
need consultants or a network administrator.
No training is required - you already know all
of the WindowsT M , DOS or Macintosh T M

commands used by the Coactive network.

It's the Easy DOS, Windows
and Macintosh Solution.
Connect any combination of DOS,
Windows or Macintosh computers to share
files and printers.

Coactive Connector Starter Kit
for 2 CPU's Running DOS or Windows.
$199.95

Coactive Connector Mac to PC
for 1 Mac CPU and 1 DOS/Windows CPU.
$1 79.95
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Thursday,
March 3, 1994

7:00nn nm.

M.I.T. Stratton
Student Center

Twenty Chimneys
Room, Third Floor

84 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge

Yosef Leibowitz Ph.D., an
instructor of Jewish Law and Bible at

the Pardes Institute in Jerusalem
since 1984. is also a Rabbi at Minyan

Hehadash in Klar Saba. Israel. Dr.
Leibowtz has received degrees from

Brandeis Universty, Brooklyn Cotlege
and the University of Calilornia at

Berkeley. He received rabbinic
ordination from Yeshiva University and

served as rabbi ol Congregation Belh
* Israel in Berkieley for fiftqen years.

This lecture Is made
possible by the Charles

and Frieda Sparrow
Memorial Lecture Fund.

Sponsored by MIT HILLEL.
For Information call 253-2982
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tributes some meteorological forecasts for The
Tr-C. o.J o1l r..t moAlctl\ nf thick hnhhv.

respecting those professors in the meteorology
department who "tolerate" him. However, a

few years ago in an intercollegiate competi-
tion for weather forecasting, Zebrowski
placed ninth overall out of nearly 500 profes-
sional meteorologists in the state, which
shows that he's' not completely whimsical
about this hobby.

What does the future hold for Marek
Zebrowski? More performances, to be sure. In
anticipation of another compact disc release
this summer (this time covering Schumann),
he will hold a recital in early May at Kresge
Auditorium. After that and his tour of Europe
this summer, Zebrowski will no doubt contin-
ue to carry on a strong music program here at
MIT.

Casablanca, Marrakesh, Rome, and an exhibi-
tion of the Dead Sea Scrolls in ,New Y vork
have shown him artifacts "that tie this entire

civilization together."
Zebrowski started playing piano at the age

of five, living in Poland and then France dur-

ing his early education in music. He graduated

from the New England Conservatory of Music

in 1978, though he has been lecturing at MIT

since 197-5. He has taught several music

courses, including Introduction to Western

Music (21M 011), but presently he is concen-

trating on chamber music coaching and one-

on-one teaching.
In addition to his musical pursuits,

Zebrowski also studies meteorology. He culti-
vated this interest when he was growing up in
Poland and he flew glider planes: this fascina-
tion with the sky still lasts today, as he con-

By Scott Deskin
ASSOCIATE ARS k5EDiTOl

minute interviews on Moroccan radio." Aside
from having to contend with the minor perils
of stardom such as long interviews, unclear
hotel etiquette, and untuned pianos, he feel
that his last tour was a success.

Now a grizzled veteran of concert perfor-
mance, which he's done since 1985, Zebrows-
ki takes the good with the bad. In one concert
season, he had a manager who was booking
four performances a week, some of them
occurring five hundred miles apart. "After a
couple of weeks of such tours, you're com-
pletely exhausted. ... I was close to passing
out," he says. Since then, he has found a new
manager who understands his interests better
so that he can get more satisfaction out of
touring. Zebrowski is also an avid photogra-
pher, and chooses to document his travels
with pictures: his recent experiences in

It's not often that one hears about accom-
plishments outside the science and engi-
neering departments here at MIT. Marek
Zebrowski, a lecturer in the music and the-

ater arts department, seems content to live in
relative anonymity in spite of his achieve-
ments. As a trained classical pianist, he has
recently conducted a tour of Northern Africa
and is poised to perform on the road again this
summer in Europe.

He has also recorded an album of compo-
sitions by Prokofiev, which has deepened his
international following. (He also names
Mozart, Bach, and Chopin as some of his
favorites.) "How it got all the way to Moroc-

co, I don't quite know," Zebrowski says. "But
the next thing I know, I'm conducting 90-

else's
Call Ann or Michael at x3-1541

with

Yosef
Leibowitz 2 Graduate Student Awards at $7,000 each, and

2 Undergraduate Student Awards at $5,000 each.
4 Awards
Planned:

The prizes will be awarded to students in any
department at MIT on the basis of a competi-
tive evaluation of proposals by a Prize
Committee.

Application deadline date:
March 18, 1994

Interviews of Finalists:
April 29, 1994

Anouncement of winners:
May 9, 1994

Application forms and additional information
are available from:

Ms. Joanna Hills, E15-229
Ms. Traci Trotzer, 3-209
Undergraduate Education Office, 20B-141

These awards have been established as a
memorial to the late Carroll L. Wilson ('32)
Professor of Management at the Sloan
School and first Mitsui Professor in Problems
of Contemporary Technology at MIT.

Professor Wilson devoted much of his career
toward seeking solutions to important global
problems through the application of scien-
tific, engineering, economic, and political
analysis to programs of action. The underly-
ing goal of his work was the improvement of
relations among countries and the strength-
ening of their institutions and people.

The purpose of the Wilson Awards is to
provide opportunities for MIT students to
pursue a challenging activity which would -
have excited the interest and enthusiasm of
Carroll Wilson.
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Theirs. Ours.

The people at oran a re fast moving, fiercely competitive and smart. Oh, you'll hear someone saywe're proud ... and maybe we are. We're also technology

innovators, business pioneers and industry-shaking deal makers. Our RDBMS software, suite of tools and services are undisputed world leaders.

Leaders. Of course, the fun is keeping it that way.

BS/MS CS/EE. You can become a: Software Developer · Technical Analyst * Consultant · Product Manager

We'll be on campus March 15-16. E-mail your resume TODAY!

ORACLE"
Equal talent will always get equal opportunity.

Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Box 659501, Redwood Shores, CA 94065. E-mail: Islynn@us.oracle.com / FAX: 415-506-1073 / PHONE: 415-506-6991
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Pianist Zebrowski goes on the road in North Africa
I I

horn... write arts for The Tech.Toot somIeone

The 1994 Carroll L. Wilson Awards
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of the men's hockey game Friday night. MITg during the 3rd period
Iniversity, 7-6.

MIT players celebrate after scoring
beat Southern Connecticut State U

'Ddi" on I 'AMO

Hockey, from Page 16 Schluetter made a slap shot that was
blocked, but defenseman Nicholas
Pearce '94 took the rebound and
stuffed the puck in the goal.

After many crowd-pleasing hits,
the next score came a little less than
three minutes later, when forward
Dan Lee G stole the puck from an
SCSU player, broke away, and
flicked it high into the comer, out of
the reach of the goalie.

On the other end of the ice, the
defense, led by goalie John Sim-
mons '95, did an excellent job of
keeping the puck away from their
half. There were many close calls,
but the defense kept the Owls from
scoring any goals. The Engineers
were given a standing ovation by
the crowd, as they headed to the
locker room.

T E-ffoP
many players to the penalty box.
The game became dictated by penal-
ties, as MIT ended up scoring its last
two goals during power plays.

At 15:35, the referee did not fail
to notice SCSU player Dave Hansen
knocking Lee down. Hansen
received a penalty for cross-check-
ing, giving MIT a one-player advan-
iage yet again. Seconds later, Pearce
sneaked up from behind the SCSU
goal, and stuffed the puck in the
side of the goal.

For the next few minutes, MIT
had many more opportunities to go
ahead, but could not score.

SCSU responded to Pearce's
goal by scoring one of their own, at
7:38, leaving the game in a 6-6
deadlock.

With 6:18 left in the game, Pat
O'Neil tangled up with Lee, and
went to the penalty box for holding.
While still serving his time, Joe
Maus joined O'Neil, for high-stick-
ing. The Engineers then had another
5-on-3 advantage.

The Engineers were not able to
score before O'Neil returned to the
game, but did so soon afterwards.
With less than four minutes left in
the game, Pearce passed the puck to
Hemingway, who passed it in the
side of the net, for his second goal
of the evening.

In the final minute of the game,
SCSU pulled out its goalie to add an
extra attacker, thus applying pres-
sure throughout the closing
moments. MIT was fortunately able
to hold off the challenge.

After the final buzzer, the MIT
bench cleared onto the ice to show
jubilation. The audience gave simi-
lar praise, with another standing
ovation.

The statistics clearly showed
penalties to be the deciding factor.
SCSU players went to the penalty
box nine times, which converted to
five goals for MIT. Meanwhile, on
the other side, the penalty box was
quiet, as only one MIT player was
assessed a penalty in the entire game.

"It was a complete team effort.
We knew that we could beat them,"
said Joe Quinn, coach of the Engi-
neers. "Some individuals played up
to their level of talent."

"They [SCSU] were a faster
skating team, but our kids played in
good position," Quinn said.

Quinn gave a lot of credit to the
defensive players, most of whom
provide outstanding efforts, yet
often go unrecognized. Quinn con-
sidered the goalie to be a major con-
tributor, saying, "Simmons made
great saves. Whichever team scored
that sixth goal [with the score tied
5-5] would have won the game."

neers were still fighting to partici-
pate in the New England Collegiate
Club Hockey Association Champi-
onship Tournament.

The Engineers took on SCSU,
the top-ranked team in the NEC-
CHA, Friday night at Johnson Ath-
letic Center. The game had been
postponed from Feb. 12.

In their previous meeting in the
season, also at Johnson, the Owls
soundly defeated the Engineers, 7-3.

The Engineers had the luck of
playing at home with an enthusiastic
crowd. In the end, they were able to
pull off the upset win, 7-6, in a
hard-hitting thriller.

Throughout the first period, the
action was fast and furious. Early
on, MIT trailed, 1-0, when SCSU
player Bill Bogenicki scored 4:35
into the game.

Less than 20 seconds later,
defenseman Stephen Schluetter '95
responded with a goal of his own,
with an assist by forward Josh Fed-
derly '94.

MIT then went ahead with a goal
by right wing Daryl Hemingway '94
off of a rebound, assisted by center
Tetsu Inada '97 and left wing Lloyd
Johnston G. Schluetter's goal
helped spark an explosion, as MIT
added two more goals to go up, 4-1.

The third MIT goal came with
6:56 remaining in the period.

Second period rough for Engineers
Fortunes seemed to turn around

for MIT in the second period. In the
early part of the period, the MIT
defense continued to deliver, mak-
ing many steals, and often clearing
the puck out of the defensive end.
However, the offense was unable to
hold the puck long enough to gener-
ate an effective offense.

As a result, SCSU exploded,
scoring three goals within two and a
half minutes, to tie the score, 4-4.

The second goal was perhaps
accidental, as it slipped out of the
grasp of Simmons after he suppos-
edly stopped it.

Offensive campaigns continued
to be unsuccessful, while Simmons
made many great saves, in addition
to receiving some lucky near-misses.

Simmons was not invincible,
though, and SCSU scored with 5:47
remaining. Pearce fell to the ice in a
valiant attempt to stop the puck, but
the driving player passed off to a
teammate, who scored with a wrist
shot.

With SCSU up, 5-4, both sides
became even more aggressive than
before. The referee spotted two
SCSU players repeatedly shoving
Schluetter into the SCSU bench with
4:18 left. Both of them were assessed
penalties for roughing, giving the
Engineers a 5-on-3 advantage.

Less than 40 seconds later, with
MIT dominating the offense,
Schluetter drove, stuttered for a
short moment, then netted a wrist
shot, to tie the game again. Johnston
and Inada were credited with assists.

Scoring, penalties prevail in third
The intensity of the action did not

drop at all in the third period, which
turned out to be a down-to-the-
buzzer battle. SCSU seemed to have
become too aggressive, sending

I
I

Venkatesh Murthy

Johan Hueffer
Daniel Saul

Peter Blackshaw

Ballots will be distributed to all student members in late March for the election of
eleven Student Board Members.

Additional nominations for Student Directors may be made and are encouraged by the petition
process. Information and applications are available at the Cashier's Office of any Coop store or in the

President's Office in the Harvard Square store.

Final date for petitions is Friday, March 11, 1994
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KENDALL BARBERS
4 BARBER STYLISTS

o. ~~ Haircutting for Men and Women
Monday thru Friday 9:15 to 5:15

VI" ,o' (Appointments Avail. Thurs. Evenings 5 to 8)

- ' · (617) 876-1221

238 Main Street, Cambridge, MA 02142
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SPORTS

FREE! /
Airline Reservations &

Ticketing Service
CRIMSON TRAVEL

One Broadway · CAMBRIDGE

IF YOU'RE TRAVELING ON ANY OF
THESE AIRLINES...
American, United, Continental, Delta, TWA, Northwest, USAir,
British Air, Qantas, Air Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swissair,
Air India, El Al, Icelandair, Alitalia, Aer Lingus, Viasa, or even
shuttle flights.
AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIRPORT, MAKE
YOUR RESERVATIONS AND PICK UP YOUR
TICKETS AT THOMAS COOK/CRIMSON.

CRIMSOlN TRAVEL

One Broadway* CAMBRIDGE
Open Monday - Friday 8:30 am-5:00 pm

80% " go& So. Lko
fifmw Im®

ttlfndham -lh9~6rea~A : cakll,

The following persons have been nominated by the stockholders of the Society to run for
election as Student Directors during the 1994-95 academic year:

M.I.T. Undergraduate Students
Howard Man

M.I.T. Graduate Students
Rosaline Gulati Anton Pil

Harvard/Radcliffe Undergraduate Students
Curran Campbell
Justin Goodyear

Harvard Graduate Students
Mark Colodny
James Franklin



Can Atlanta, Nagano Match the 1994 Games?

At NewYork'sConcord
Resort Hotel

7 Day 6 Night Package Includes:

Froe Concerts:

Lemonheads, Run DMC,

Fishbone, Violent Femmes.
Wide Spread Panic,

Mighty Mighty Bosstones,
They Might Be Giants

Sports:
Sand Volleyball, Tennis, In Line Skating,

7 Day Ski Lift Pass and more..

FunStuff:
Crazy Pool Parties, Tanning Beds,

Night Clubs and more...

Food:

3 gourmet meals a day

- ---
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Spanish translator/editor needed
New England's largest translation
company, established in 1967,
seeks qualified professional for into-
Spanish technical, legal, medical,
and business material. Permanent,
full-time position in challenging lan-
guage work environment. Salary com-
mensurate with experience and abili-
ty. Fax resume to Caroline,
617-864-5186, or mail to LSI, P.O.
Box 130, Cambridge, MA 02139.

The Tech subscription rates: $20
one year 3rd class mail ($37 two
years); $55 one year 1st class mail
($105 two years); $60 one year air
mail to Canada or Mexico or surface
mail overseas; $140 one year air
mail overseas; $10 one year MIT
Mail (2 years $18). Prepayment
required. _ - - -

Kendall Square 292
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Olympics, from Page 14 solution of the Soviet Union, the
traditional medal-winning jugger-
naut in b.eth. \,7',n ta W a. 'nLoS u C.mml^e,

Olympics. The Russians did well,
but did not come out on top as they
used to.

Some former Soviet athletes
earned the first Olympic medals ever
for their republics, now individual
nations. Gold medalists, like Baiul,
probably felt more pride in hearing
the anthem of their own home coun-
try. Indeed, it is better for them,
especially since many citizens of the
former Soviet Union always felt
more attached to their own republic,
than to the hammer and sickle.

Most of the U.S. medals came
either on the speed skating oval or
on the slopes, but the overall perfor-
mance in other events was not too
bad. Indeed, the Americans won 13
medals, the most ever in one Winter
Olympics.

The future for American teams
in tuhe W'iiter Olympicspl is a big
mystery right now, as far as I know.
The alpine skiers show a lot of
potential, with top results by people
who are almost certain to return.

The case is different with sports
such as speed skating, especially
with the women. For the past three
Olympics, Bonnie Blair was virtual-
ly the entire team, and fortunately
for the Red, White, and Blue, able
to come away with gold medals
each time. There was no one else,

appeared on television, by looking
at USENET newsgroups. Perhaps
the- nnl Y"" xention may have been

CBS Radio airing the women's fig-
ure skating competition live. Most
people I overheard already knew
these results before CBS televised
the action.

It is unfortunate that the
Olympics have become so commer-
cialized. Commercials seemed to be
too important for CBS, which
showed one performance, then three
or four commercials, before return-
ing to the action. There was too
much skipping around, not good for
people like me, who turn on the set
to see sports.

I liked seeing the gold medal
ceremonies for all the Americans
who come out on top. I wonder if
NBC (not CBS, fortunately) will do
the same for the Summer Olympics,
when the Star-Spangled Banner will
be played many, many more times.

il ally vuoS i o jw t s i.» tjjh e --»

and the organizers in both Atlanta,
in summer 1996 and Nagano in win-
ter 1998 can do better. The Norwe-
gians have definitely put up quite a
standard to follow.

In closing, just think of how
much I could tell you about these
Olympics if I were actually there. If
you have believed that my columns
have been pointless, you are fortu-
nate that the Olympics are over, for
you will hear no more from me (I

hope). Not until 1996 ....
Well, now that the Olympics are

over, ! can go back to work. Then
again, the NCAA Basketball Tour-
nament will begin soon....

and if that continues to be the case,
the Americans might not see many

,.I.aIL, o1 baalWV A _...

There were many veterans who
competed in Lillehammer, most of
whom were competing in their last
Olympics. With what I have seen,
there will not be much after the vet-
erans are removed. For the U.S.
teams to do well in future competi-
tions, more interest will have to be
generated.

Americans can compete with the
world's best in almost all winter
sports, even in events such as the
biathlon and cross-country skiing.
The United States does have facili-
ties and coaches that match the
world's best, or at least come close.
All that is needed is someone who
has enough of "the love" (as Reebok
puts it) to seek them out, take full
advantage of them, and give his (or
her) all, perhaps more.

During the second half of the
sl-jlipiCs, qui mied i did a MMtter ju

of hiding the outcomes until prime
time. At least that's how I saw things,
as I missed the morning shows. The
radio station that woke me up with
Olympic results, WBUR, either
stopped broadcasting such news, or
did so when I was not listening.

Things were still good with CBS
and TNT, which did not give any-
thing away too soon, for those who
wanted to wait and see for them-
selves. I still got results before they

cor . .an ood llr.ck to .araievo the
former Olympic host that now lies
in shambles. Let's hope its beauty
can be restored. Let's hope some-
thing like this never happens again.

Looking back, looking ahead
The organizers and the Norwegian

supporters made this Olympics one to
remember. Not a bad job for such a
small country. The Norwegians did
not fail at expressing their pride, cul-
ture, and interests. Where else would
cross-country skiing and speed skat-
ing be the events whose tickets were
in greatest demand? Where else
would you see people camping out
the night before, just to see a cross-
country skiing race? Where else
would nearly all the fans go crazy
about the ski jumping competition?

The Norwegian spectators did an
excellent job inspiring the athletes
to bring ulut 'Lt-i U-. 'v,'ili: x,_ -

wegians have always been very
good at winter sports, they per-
formed even better this time, com-
ing out as the country with the most
medals - 26 in all, with 10 Gold
Medals. Not bad for a country
which won 20 in Albertville, and
only 5 in Calgary. They accom-
plished the feat with awesome team
and national unity.

The medal standings have gone
through a great change with the dis-

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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Teach English in Japan We train you
to teach individuals and small
groups. Your students are enthusias-
tic and respectful adults. No knowl-
edge of Japanese is required.
Advanced degree holders are espe-
cially welcome. One year renewable
contract pays ¥3 million. Send letter
and resume to: Mr. Evans, Bi-Lingual
Corporation, 500 Fifth Avenue, Suite
2140, New York, NY 10110.

10% OFF
with MIT ID*

Here is a small data sample of what's on line:
was NOW

Architecture of Western Gardens' +$2 49.95
The Science of Mind 4Q 19.95
Hdbk. of Theoretical Comp. Science 2980 190.
Foundations of Cognitive Science 3 49.95
Le Corbusier's Sktchbks (4 vol. set) 61- 395.
Georges Bank Atlas 245- 95.
Ency. of Mathematics (4 vol set) 368: 150.
The Railroad in American Art 45- 22.50
On the Passaget...he Situationist Int'l. *4i-5 16.95
Photography at the Bauhaus q-5 45.
Technobabble 3- 17.95
Searle's Rediscovery of the Mind W-,59 16.95
Bicycling Science pb i'-59 9.50
Le Corbusier's Journey to the East -,,95 12.50
Bicycles & Tricycles pb : -6-5 9.50
Hermes & Golden Thinking Machine *4-5 14.50
Mathematics: Its Content... (pb 3 vol) 394-5 29.95
Luria's 36 Lectures in Biology pb 15- 12.95
Edgerton's Moments of Vision pb *+94 15.95
Turkish Grammar 47.59 26.95
The Fatal Equilibrium 15.9' 7.50
Innov. & Growth in Global Economy ff- 24.95
Court and Garden 5 30.
Electronic Design Studio 55- 39.95
Krugman's Rethinking Int'l. Trade 3- 21.95
Techniques of the Observer 95 14.95
Wild India or Wild Malaysia each: 3r 29.95
The Computational Brain 4C59 32.
Neurocomputing 2 W9 45.00
Induction: ...inference, Learning... A-7- 19.95
Making of a Middle Landscape 43-5 29.95
Rodchenko: The Complete Work 69 35.

Greeks & Clubs Earn $50 - $250 for
I yourself plus up to $500 for your
club! This fundraiser costs nothing
and lasts one week. Call now and
receive a free gift. 1-800-932-0528,
Ext. 65.

Donate Your Live Brain to Science
(Well, for 15 minutes anyway) The
Dept. of Brain & Cognitive Sciences
seeks subjects whose FIRST lan-
guage is American English for excit-
ing psycholinguistic research. Pays
$3 for 15 minutes. Call Marie at 253-
8408 or send e-mail to marie@psy-
che.mit.edu. Press, and · ·

du-ougthe .. . .
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Donate Your Live Brain to Science,
Part II The Dept. of Brain & Cognitive
Sciences seeks subjects with various
linguistic backgrounds for experi-
ments about all kinds of cool stuff
that pay some amount of money for
varying lengths of time. Send e-mail
to mollylab@psyche.mit.edu for a
questionnaire and details.

Spring Break '94 Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Florida & Padre! 110% Low-
est Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREE! Take A
Break Student Travel 800-328-7283.

~45
45:

22-50
48:9

-It
4W^
24.

17.50
29.95
19.95
14.95

25.
12.95
12.50
19.95

From Gaia to Selfish Genes
The Aquarium Encyclopedia
Engineering & the Mind's Eye
The Media Show
Discrete Choice Analysis
Bhagwati's Protectionism
Reform in Eastern Europe
Made in America

Legal problems? I am an experienced
attorney and a graduate of MIT who
will work with you to solve your legal
problems. My office is conveniently
located in downtown Boston, just
minutes from MIT via the MBTA. if
your problem involves high tech law,
consumer or business law, family
law, real estate, accidents or litiga-
tion, call Attorney Esther Horwich at
523-1150, for a free initial consulta-
tion.

* Through March 31. 'Special Bookstore-only price.
All hardcovers, unless noted. Not responsible for

typographical errors.

SPORTS

OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD PRICES!
UP TO 80% OFF ON OVER 400 HARDCOVER AND CLOTHBOUND TITLES.

Art, Architecture, Economics, Engineering, Photography, Mathematics, Linguistics,
Philosophy, Cognitive Science, Computer Science and more.

Extra discounts for purchases over $50 and $150.
HURRY! Some books don't last. Sale ends with aliens projected departure June 30, 1994.

The MIT Press Bookstore
Main St. Cambridge 253-5249 Hours: Monday - Friday 9 - 7, Saturday 10 - 6, Sunday 1 - 6.
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I Women's Hoops
Ends ith Loss

By Thomas Kettler
STAFFREPORTER

The MIT women's basketball team finished the season with a dis-
appointing performance against the Babson Beavers in the New Eng-
land Women's Eight conference tournament losing 88-50. The loss
left the team 10-14 overall, and 1-6 in the conference.

The game was lost in the first half when the Engineers fell behind,
ending the first half, 51-27. During the first half, Babson shot an
incredible 56 percent from the floor while MIT only shot 32 percent.

In the second half, Babson shot 43 percent, but the Engineers did
not take advantage of this slip, shooting a terrible 27 percent. This
resulted in a horrendous 29 percent average for MIT this game.

For the game, starting forward Mari Casserberg '94 was the high
scorer, finishing her career with 11 points. Her final game left her
with 1197 total points, which puts her ninth on the career list, one
place ahead of Maureen Fahey '90, whom Casserberg surpassed for
the career lead in points among MIT women.

Casserberg also led the team in rebounds with nine, while the
other starting forward C.J. Doane '95 and starting center Kristin
Ratliff '95 tied for second with eight rebounds each.

Casserberg said, "We played a pretty good game. We had a really
poor shooting percentage. That was the difference."

I ., . . . . . . .
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Please join us for an:

o Information Session M.I.T. Faculty Club
6th Floor, Dining Room #6
Wednesday, March 2, 1994 at 7:00pm

FOCUS
IN COR PO R A T AT D

Career Opportunities
in Management Consulting

DFI is a management consulting firm specializing in applying
quantitative management science to help clients improve profitability
and performance and gain strategic advantage. DFI has proven
expertise in a number of areas including transportation and travel-
related industries, electric power, oil and gas, and environmental
decision management.

DFI seeks highly motivated candidates (B.S., M.S., M.B.A. and
Ph.D.) who have strong problem solving and analytical skills, a high
degree of enthusiasm, excellent written and oral communication skills
and a desire to interact with clients and have an impact on the clients'
organization. Background in quantitative management science such
as decision analysis, operations research, mathematical modeling,
economics, or business is essential as is the ability to use computers as
analytical tools.
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re Skating
d "I'm going to Disneyworld."
s Now it is quite ridiculous that Kerri-
e gan, under the lure of money, decid-

ed to punt the Closing Ceremony,
I just to appear in a parade in Orlan-
a do. Does she have no team or

Olympic spirit at all? She also
skipped the Opening Ceremony.

t Did the pressure of the competition
i really get to her that badly?

e Hockey full of surprises
r Surprise was a big theme of the

Olympic competition, and that cer-
e tainly held true on the ice hockey
r rink. The biggest surprise turned out

to be Finland, which went undefeat-
ed before bowing to Canada in the
semifinals. In an effort that earned

e them a bronze medal, the Finns beat
I the Russians twice, and also beat the
i Americans. It was interesting that in
y Albertville, the same country - not

necessarily the same team - lost to
I Teami U.S..A. 4-1 in pool play. 3!'V
i one could touch this year's Finnish
s team.
i In its two games against Russia,
a Finland had a combined score of
1 9-0. I didn't see the bronze medal
> game, but it proved that the 5-0
e embarrassment handed to the Rus-

sians in pool play was not a fluke.
1 Finland effectively proved that the
s Soviet dynasty is dead, not only
i handing the Russians (or their pre-

decessors) their first ever shutout,
but also making.these Olympics the

, first where their hockey team did
t not medal at all. It is a big sign of
- change.
I The U.S. hockey team certainly
; had reason to feel disappointed after
I its performance in Lillehammer. As
I always, they came in with high
t hopes, only to start out with three
- ties in pool play, even if one of
I them came against a strong Canadi-
r an team. They were certainly psy-
t ched about playing Finland, hoping
r to defy the odds, but were simply

outplayed, and beaten badly, 6-1.
Team U.S.A. then proceeded to

lose to the Czech Republic, another
former power fallen, and then
dropped a 4-3 decision to Germany
for eighth place, its worst result
ever. I am willing to bet that, for the
players, the scene of the American
player sliding and pushing the puck
into his own goal will be extremely
difficult to forget.

Look out in 1998 - National
Hockey League players might be
allowed to compete in the Olympics
then. One fellow Tech sports staff
member pointed out that if this hap-
pens, there could be three "Dream
Teams": the best of Canada, the
United States, and Russia, especially
those who went from past Olympic
glory to big bucks in the NHL.

Those who fly
In the individual ski jump events,

there were two memorable perfor-
mances. These Games included sev-
eral veterans, and this certainly held
true for the 120-meter large hill
compettiion. In this event, Jens
Weissflog of Germany won two gold

u.s. Fi
tines, but received low 5s. She di(
not even fall crhaps the j dgeU

thought that while her performance(
was not bad, it was not good, either
If so, I disagree with them, and fine
this to be a problem with such ,
subjective sport.

Hats off to Nancy Kerrigan, who
despite missing gold by the slimmes-
cu margins, prevented an Americar
shutout from figure skating medals
If she had not done so, the tale
would not have been too good foi
what is usually the strength of U.S
Winter Olympic teams. Once the
skating started, I was pleased to hea
very little about the ongoing Kerrig-
an-Harding soap opera.

The women's figure skating
competition in Lillehammer was the
most unusual one I have ever seen.'
don't need to go into too muck
detail about it, since you probabl)
know more than I do.

After aii the drama, Kerrigar
missed the gold medal by one-tent}
of a point, by one judge. So that'"
how the scoring system works, anc
that is how it has worked for .
while. The same system allowec
Paul Wylie, by the same margin, tc
go to Albertville in 1992, and take
home a Silver Medal. Kerrigan skat.
ed her best, but not perfectly, as dic
Oksana Baiul. I'm sure the judge,
went through a great dilemma where
deciding the winner.

Did you notice the age differen-
tial on the podium? Kerrigan, at 24
was the oldest by far, standing nexi
to the 16-year-old Baiul and the 17-
year-old bronze medalist, Chen Lr
of China. It would have been quite
scary if 13-year old Americar
Michelle Kwan had qualified, anc
medaled with Baiul and Chen. Thal
is probably what would have hap-
pened if the assailant had injured
Kerrigan more severely. Too bad foi
those pursuing the unusual, bu
expect to see an older and better
Kwan in 1998.

Olympics, from Page 16 figure skating gold medalists. It is
great to see they loved comipetiiing so
much, but things have changed.

* These athletes, who skipped one or
two Olympics after their winning
performances, were one for four in
regaining gold medals, and two for
four in regaining a medal.

Two of them, Katerina Witt and
the British pair of Jayne Torvill and
Christopher Dean, deserved much
more than what they received. In the
ice dancing competition, Torvill and
Dean gave a fine performance, but
received low marks, thereby not
repeating their gold of 1984. The
British press slammed the judges for
the scores - I agree with the British.

Witt, a gold medalist in 1984
and 1988, skated two flawless rou-

be fixed right away.
To make things worse, the second

U.S. sled suffered the embarrassment
of finishing behind the Jamaicans, by
one one-hundredth of a seconds. You
can consider the result either good
for the Jamaicans, who still hit the
side walls sometimes, or bad for the
Americans. I must honestly say that
the finish is not good for athletes
who have pursued a medal through
countless amounts of money and
hours of training.

Unusual events in figure skating
In the Northern Lights Hall, the

first and foremost subject that came
to mind was the fate of returning

Olympics, Page 13
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Shutout
medals 10 years apart, despite oppo-
sition from younger flyers and a par-
tisan Norwegian crowd. In Sarajevo
in 1984, Weissflog won the event off
the then-normal hill, 70-meter com-
petition (which no longer exists).
This is pretty impressive for some-
one who was affected by unification,
and took a while to master the V-
style that later generations picked
up, lofting them farther. He had
trouble getting it right, but perse-
vered in doing so, as his gold medal
performance demonstrates.

The big story of the 90-meter
competition was the 1994 champi-
on, Espen Bredeson of Norway. His
feat wasn't too bad for someone
who finished dead last the last time
around. Bredeson is like this past
season's Philadelphia Phillies, just
one step better.

Now whatever happened to
American Jim Holland, who accord-
i., g AI{ A r',-nd, "*tho lntae1- cli

jump in history," and aimed to make
"the second longest jump?" CBS did
not show his performances, so I
don't know how he jumped. Accord-
ing to the results, however, he
seemed to have come up short. In
large hill competition, he placed
46th, landing almost a total of 300
feet behind Weissflog. Off the 90-
meter hill, Holland wasn't even the
best American finisher, placing 48th.

All good things must end
Due to other commitments, I

missed most of the Closing Ceremo-
ny, but managed to catch the tail
end of the action. It was nice to see
Dan Jansen carry the flag for the
United States, as someone who tri-
umphed over tragedy and frustra-
tion. I commend his teammates for
electing him to the honor. Of what I
did see, the only thing that IOC
President Juan Antonio Samaranch
said, that the crowd did not cheer
about, was his declaration of the
official closing of the 1994 Olympic
Winter Games. It was a sad moment
indeed, after a fun two weeks.

After the Olympic flag came
down, the Norwegians performers
gave a superb show. It is incredible
to see all the kids, who sang so well,
coordinated and choreographed so
well. The Japanese, as host to the
next Winter Games, then came to
show their stuff. There was a clear
contrast of cultures, but the sights
and sounds were no less impressive.
They essentially gave a good pre-
view of coming attractions. Both the
Norwegians and the Japanese who
performed, probably spent years
preparing for those few minutes in
front of the crowd. To spectators
like me, all the time and work
seemed worthwhile.

Finally, the. occasion prompt me
to make two more notes. First, good
luck to the dogs and their drivers,
who recently began their 10,000-
mile "Environmental Expedition"
from Lillehammer to Nagano, host
of the Winter Olympics in 1998.

Kerrigan Prevents

Larry's Chinese
Restaurcnm
302 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge

Orders to go, or dining in
REE DELIVERY TO THE M.I.T. CAMPUS - $10 MINIMUM

Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 am. - 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95
Special Dinner Plate just $4.95 all day long
10% OFF FOR TUDENTS WITH A VAUD l.D.

(fordine-in dinners only; $ 10 minimum purchase)

Call 492-3179 or 492-3170
Monday - Thursday, 11:30 am. to 10:00 p.m.
Friday- Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

Closed Sunday
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The Emile Bustani Mile e East Seminar

presents

Professor Ann Lesch
Department of Political Science

Villanova University

"The Islamic Revolution

In Sudan: Implications

For Egypt and Algeria"

Tuesday, March 1, 1994
4:30-6:30 p.m.

E51-004
70 Memorial Drive

Cambridge, MA

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Sponsored by the Center for International Studies
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"Every step of the way you can count on the extensive help system through the Windows interface
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Table Tennis, from Page 16 In the second game, Shuster took
the early lead, returning Mehta's
best shots with something better.
Shuster took an 11-7, only to see an
inspired Mehta close the gap, at
18-18. The two had a few drawn-
out rallies, but Shuster managed to
outlast Mehta on most of them.
Shuster himself started yelling
"Yes!" on points that he had won.
When Mehta missed a shot on
match point, Shuster had emerged
victorious, 24-22, 21-19, and he
won the singles tournament without
dropping a-single game.

Doubles Pair Reaches Final

Before the conclusion of the sin-
gles tournament, Maung and Shuster
played together in the doubles tour-
nament, and reached the finals. one
win shy of heading to the national
competition. After receiving a first-
round bye, the pair faced the Brown
team of Kumar and Wong. The MIT
team committed many errors in the
first game and lost. They came back,
combining Maung's quickness with
Shuster's heavy topspin, connecting
on their shots and forcing errors.
They captured the second and third
gamlCes, Willnig llIbIte .ILa lL,,!.-l, allu

21-17 in the final game.
The pair then faced the brother

and sister combination of Chi-Ming
and Jane Chui, of UMass-Amherst.
The MIT pair outlasted their oppo-
nents in the first game, winning
21-15. In the second game, they fell
behind but came back to tie the
score, 13-13. After that point, how-
ever, the UMass pair exploded on
an 8-2 run, winning the second
game, 21-15.

In the deciding game, the Chui's
employed a strategy of serving, then
killing the return of serve. The strat-
egy worked well enough, as Maung
and Shuster made many mistakes,
and fell behind, 10-2, and 11-18,
before losing the game, 21-12. "I
could have improved my service
return," Maung said. "We picked up
a mentality in the second game that
just carried over into the third."

Shuster will head to the ACU-I
National Table Tennis Champi-
onships in April at Anderson Col-
lege, S.C. Shuster, however, is not
the first person to represent MIT at
the national tournament. Chi-Sun
Chui '93, brother of Jane and Chi-
Ming Chui, won the regional com-
petition four years in a row. He
played his best at the national tour-
n.amenLt tlrec years ago, when he
reached the finals as one of the top
junior players in the United States.

victorious in two close games.
The double-elimination format

allows someone to lose a match, but
still win the entire tournament.
Hence, Maung had another match to
play, but to win the tournament, he
would have to fight through the
loser's bracket. Unfortunately, he
was eliminated in his first match,
against Chi-Ming Chui, brother of
Jane Chui, also from UMass-
Amherst. Chui, another penholder,
overpowered and outplayed his
opponent in the first game, winning,
21-17. In the second game, Maung
came back from a 13-17 deficit to
take a 18-17 lead, only to see Chui
run off four points in a row to com-
nplete the match.

The format of the tournament
also left Shuster waiting for the
opponent of the last finals round. In
the end, Shuster took to the table,
with Mehta on the other side again.

Mehta came into the opening
game full of energy, pumping him-
self up after each point he had won.
He was able to return everything
Shuster gave him, forcing numerous
errors. Despite thi-s, S1huster w.t up
16-10, only to see the lead disap-
pear. Mehta won eight points in a
row to go up 18-16. Shuster won
some important rallies, in addition
to some mistakes by his opponent,
to win four straight points and have
a game point, at 20-18. Mehta man-
aged to come back and force a
deuce at 20-20. Mehta had some
chances to win the game, but could
not finish it off on game point.
Shuster's last few shots were too
much for his adversary to handle,
which allowed him to capture the
first game, 24-22.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Travel abroad and work. Make up to
$2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Tai-
wan, or S. Korea. No teaching back-
ground or Asian languages required.
For information call: (206) 632-1146
ext. J5033

Stuff for Sale Women's shoes: brown
leather shoe-boots w/side zippers,
size 10B, never worn, $20; black
suede pumps w/1 1/2" heels, size 8
1/2 B, worn once, $15. Black wood-
en dresser, 5 drawers, 2'x4'x4',
great condition, $50. Call Marie at
x3-8408 or mail marie@psyche.
mit.edu.

Windows User (England)

"When it comes to power and integration with Windows, Macsyma emerges as the best top-end
symbolic and numerical computational program. Remarkably, costing just £299 [$450], Macsyma is
also the cheapest maths package in this review [which includes all major competitors]."

IEEE Spectrum

"Macsyma is a national treasure ... The user's guide and help menus should enable a novice to use
the program productively very quickly. ... The graphics are superb ... Macsyma's special strengths are
in symbolic manipulation, where it is more comprehensive and arguably more reliable than such
competing programs as Maple and Mathematica.... Users with heavy mathematics needs should
insist on Macsyma, if not on their systems, at least on a computer down the hall."

Byte Magazine "If you want sheer computational power, get Macsyma."

WinDOS (Germany) "Macsyma is a mathematics program for which virtually any claims are justified."

Personal Computer World (England)
"Macsyma's capabilities are vast. Better still is that its enormity never compromises its ease of use."

Design News
PRODUCT RATING: Installation 9/10 Ease of use 9/10

Overall Rating 9/10 Documentation 9/10 Performance 9/10

Our firm seeks ambitious and entre-
preneurial sales and marketing repre-
sentatives. Flexible hours, Excellent
$$$, Work on your campus. Call
Justin at 247-0107 to arrange an
interview.

Alaska Summer Employment fish-
eries. Many earn $2,000+/mo. in
canneries or $3,000-$6,000+/mo.
on fishing vessels. Many employers
provide room & board and transporta-
tion. No experience necessary! For
more information call: 1-206-545-
4155 ext. A5033.

Counselors for prestigious children's
summer. camp in Maine who possess
strong skills in tennis, baseball,
lacrosse, fishing, archery, crew,
nature study, photography, wind surf-
ing, sailing, canoeing, kayaking, mar-
tial arts, basketball, horseback rid-
ing, gymnastics, art, piano, drama,
canoe trip leader, and WSI swim
instructor. References and interview
required. Telephone: (617) 721-
1443.

rJ�
Having trouble with school or work?

Are you easily distracted?
Do you have difficulty concentrating?

These and other symptoms of

Attention Deficit Disorder
Can now be treated without drugs

Using a program of

EEG Biofeedback Training
For more information, contact:

Neurodevelopment Associates, Inc.
Susan M. Brefach, Ed.D.

Mass. Licensed Psychologist
860-7211

"A quarter century of software development (half of it at M.I.T.) is hard to beat."

Macsyma for 386/387 or higher PC's with MS-Windows 3.1 and minimum 8 megabytes RAM, on 3.5 inch

diskettes with Reference Manual, User's Guide, and Quick Reference Card. Add $5 for shipping and

handling, and 5% sales tax in Massachusetts. Macsyma is a registered trademark of Macsyma Inc.

1 -800-macsyma
1-800-622-7962

Tel: 617-646-4550
Fax: 617-646-3161

Macsyma Inc.
20 Academy Street
Arlington, MA 02174-6436 / U.S.A.

SPORTS,

Shuster Sweeps Table Tennis
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Get Macsyma Math Software for $199!
A special offer to M.I.T. students Anh. Mt
for the full professional version! i

Macsy ma is the mo st poweven in basic algebra, trigonometryrful,
reliable and easy-to-use symbolic-
nurnerical-gr61-aphica l math

Here's why: Macsyma has unique strengths, even in basic algebra, trigonometry,
differentiation, integration. No other product offers such balanced power in O.D.E.'s,
Laplace and Fourier transforms, vector and tensor calculus, Fortran and C code
generation, balancing procedural programming and pattern matching methods. The
Macsyma database is uniquely able to supplement symbolic expressions with assump-
tions and type declarations. Macsyma's on-line help systems are the easiest to use.

Call l-800-macsyma todaymS
Offer expires March 31, 1994
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q ayoffs
neers tied the game during a power
play of their own. Tetsu Inada '97
scored the goal five minutes into the
period with assists by Hemingway
and Stephen Schlueter '95.

Both teams had other power play
opportunities throughout the period
but neither could convert. SCSU
had problems, as they could not
even get a shot on the goal during
some of their power plays.

The Owls got the final and win-
ning goal three minutes into the
final period. MIT had chances to
answer but the SCSU goalie made
some excellent saves to seal the vic-
tory. Players from both teams
fought at the end of the game.

"Bogenicki made the play in the
3rd when they needed it. He's a
great player," Assistant coach Tom
Keller said. "We had our shots. Cou-
ple point blank ones [shots on goal].
Their goalie played very well."

Only one day earlier, the Engi-

Only a day after having been
defeated by the MIT men's hockey
team, the Southern Connecticut
State University Owls got their
revenge Saturday night with a 3-2
victory behind a hat trick by Bill
Bogenicki. The loss left the Engi-
neers 6-11-3 overall for the season.

The Engineers had defeated
SCSU, 7-6, the previous evening to
make the Eastern Collegiate Hockey
Association playoffs.

Saturday's game started quickly
with the first period leaving SCSU
ahead, 2-1. The first score came on a
breakaway by SCSU 7 minutes and
18 minutes into the game. MIT
answered five minutes later on a goal
by Chad Mikkleson '94 with assists
by Josh Fedderly '94 and Daryl
Hemingway '94. The Owls scored
their second goal off a power play
with four minutes left in the period.

In the second period, the Engi-

THOMAS R. KARLO- THE TECH

Sunday to Southern Connecticut's Owls, 3-2, despiteThe MIT men's hockey team loses
this second period goal.

a close game
Hockey, Page 12

Column by Daniel Wang
ASSOCIA TE SPORTS EDITOR

similar achievements, but received different
treatment.

It blows my mind that Koss has already
become a living legend. After his super-
human time in the 10,000-meter race, where
he shattered his own world record, the Nor-
wegian fans suggested erecting a bronze
statue outside of the Viking Ship Hall where
the races were held. At least Koss, in his
modesty, said, "I suggest that we wait at
least 50 years." I don't think Michael Jordan
ever received this kind of recognition. Jor-
dan's fans see him as an exceptionally good
player, and not a national hero, as Koss
seems to be to the Norwegians.

At these Olympics, Bonnie Blair proved
to be the best female sprinter in the world,
capturing an Olympic double-double by
repeating her 500- and 1,000-meter victories
of 1992. Moreover, despite being 30 years
old, Blair has only lost one race this year.
She is even the best American woman at the
1,500-meter, breaking the U.S.- and person-
al bests at Lillehammer. At that distance,
anything but her best, she managed two
fourth-place finishes in four Oiympics.

Even so, she does not receive enough
recognition. People who follow the news
might recognize her name, but only consider

her to be a good performer. To everybody
else, she is relatively unknown. So she may
not be as marketable as Michael Jordan, but
she is definitely as much of an athlete. All
the excitement about Blair will very likely
fade away with the excitement of these
Olympics. I hope the nation remembers her
when the speed skating World Champi-
onships come to Milwaukee next year.

Jamaican bobsledders disqualified
Some interesting things happened in the

two-man bobsled competition early in the
second half of the Games. The U.S. teams
were in a race for futility, as the United
States continued to be shut out of bobsled-
ding medals. After thousands of hours and
dollars, the Americans came to Lillehammer
with American-made sleds for the first time
in 40 years. When the two American pairs
took on the course with their Bo-Dyn sleds,
they broke the track record. The only prob-
lem was that 16 other sleds broke their
record immediately afterwards. Coming in
with high hopes, the two U.S. teams could
manage only 13th and 14th places.

In their third Olympics, the Jamaican
bobsledders were no longer a novelty, but
serious competitors. After two runs, their

one sled was 25th out of the 43 sleds that
finished, ahead of countries such as Russia
and Bosnia-Herzegovina. Unfortunately, the
other Jamaican pair was disqualified when
the weight of the crew combined with the
sled was seven pounds over the weight limit.

Brakeman Wayne Thomas appeared to
have gained all of the weight that pushed
them over by seven pounds. Leo Campbell,
head of the Jamaican Bobsled Federation,
admitted, "Basically, we didn't manage our
weight management." Not good for a team
looking to touch the world's elite. Thomas'
driver, three-time Olympian Dudley Stokes
was angry, and had a good reason to be
upset.

Things did not fare any better for the
Americans in the four-man event. After
standing a disappointing tenth place after
two runs, the top U.S. team, led by Brian
Shimer, was disqualified because the sled's
runners were too warm.

The verdict is totally absurd. Three other
measurements proved the sled to be legal.
The officials could have at least measured it
again. Ever if the blades were too warm., the
problem was not something that could not

The XVIIth Olympic Winter Games
came to a close this Sunday. It was a well-
hosted event, one that provided many mem-
ories, including both the thrill of victory and
the agony of defeat. Here are some of my

...-. observations of
fFeature P events that hap-

s wvwi- pened in the
second week, as well as others that took
place in the first week which didn't make
last week's column.

Most of the action, especially for the
Americans, happened in skating and skiing.
In these Olympic Games, there were many
people from around the Boston area, but
none from MIT. The two local standouts,
both of whom won medals, were speed-
skater Eric Flaim of Pembroke and figure
skater Nancy Kerrigan of Stoneham, who is
currently a student at Emmanuel College,
just across the Charles.

I followed much of the speed skating
action, and two skaters stand out in my
mind: Johann Olav Koss of Norway, who
dominated the men's distance races, and
Bonnie Blair of the United States, who dom-
inated the women's sprints. The two had Olympics, Page 14

Tennis Meet
third game, Maung figured his
opponent out, started making his
shots, and went on a roll to finish
off the match, 21-18, 17-21, 2 1-11.

Both MIT players met true chal-
lenges in the semifinals of the win-
ner's bracket, but both had different
outcomes. Maung drew top seed
Jignesh Mehta of the Massachusetts
College of Pharmacy, formerly one
of the top junior players in the Unit-
ed States. Mehta's shots, carrying
extreme topspin, simply turned out
to be too much for Maung, who was
blown out in the first game, 21-6.
Maung found Mehta's weakness in
a much closer second game, but still
lost, 21-17.

In his semifinal match, Shuster
met up with Krishna Kumar, anoth-
er Brown player. Kumar aive him
some trouble in the first game, espe-
cially with returns of serve. Despite
struggling, Shuster managed to pull
out the win, 21-19. In the second
game, Shuster stringed many points
together and had an easier time in
gaining a 21-9 win to close out the
match.

With two players left in the win-
ner's bracket, Shuster faced Mehta,
and delivered everything he had.
The two styles matched up well, but
Shuster managed to come out ahead,

By Daniel Wang
A SSOCIA TE POR TS EDITOR

robin pitted current U.S. national
team member Jane Chui, of the
University of Massachusetts-
Amherst, against former Vietnam
national team member Ngoc
Truong, playing for Northeastern
University. Truong gave Chui some
trouble for the first few points, but
Chui prevailed in the entertaining
match, 21-16, 21-10.

Men's Singles Action
In men's singles action, both

Shuster and Maung won their first
two rounds to reach. the semifinals
of the winner's bracket. The first
round matches were quite easy for
both of them. Shuster's spin serves
and heavily topspinning strokes
were too much for Joshua Lewit of
Johnson and Wales Universitvy, and
he won effortlessly, 21-2, 21-3.
Maung had a closer contest with
Keith Kutilek of the University of
Maine, but still won quite easily,
21-8, 21-15.

Shuster had another easy two-
game win, against Pete Cardillo of
Fitchburg State College. Maung
played against Jasper Wong, a good
friend, from Brown University.
Although there were many errors on
both sides, Maung split two hard-
fought games with his opponent,
who used a different, penholder
style, of holding his racquet. In the

Many people think of table ten-
nis as a simple game of batting a
small celluloid ball around on a
table. However, for the field that
gathered at Rockwell Cage on Sat-
urday, it was a fast-paced sport
which tested speed, spin, and skill.

The competitors came to partici-
pate in the Region I (New England
area) Table Tennis Championships,
as part of the Association of College
Unions-International Games Tour-
nament. Regional champions in the
various contests would go on to the
ACU-I National Championships.
Entrants in the table tennis event
came from as far away as Maine
and Connecticut.

After six hours of competition,
MIT's Eugene Shuster '96 plowed
through the 15-player field to win
the double-elimination men's sin-
gles tournament to advance to the
national level of ACU-I competi-
tion. Both Shuster and Daniel
Maung G qualified for both the
men's singles and doubles tourna-
ments at SCC Games Tournament at
MIT in late January.

Although there was no one from
MIT participating in the women's
singles competition, the event was
one of the early highlights. The
final match of the 5-player round

THOMAS R. KARLO-THE TECH

Janet Sollod '96 competes for MIT on the uneven bars during
their meet Saturday with Northeastern.
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Crowd PllsHceyT
Team to
By Thomas Kettler
and Daniel Wang
STAFF REPORTERS

Shuster Dominates Table




